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Abstract 

Using the BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS to Explore how 
Independent South African Musicians do 

Music-as-Business 

Cilnctte Picnaar 

DepaTtrnent of Mu8'ic 
University of Stellenbosch 

Private Bag Xl, 7602 Matieland, South AjTica 

Thesis: ~'iPhil ~Iusic Technology 

December 2015 

Die bcsigheidsmodcl van die intcrnasionalc en Suid-Afrikaansc musiekin
dustrie ·word voortdurend herdefinieer. Die veranderinge wat 'n nmve besig
heidsrnodel vir rnusiek as 'n produk genoodsaak ·word hoofsaaklik gedryf deur 
tegnologiese ont>vikkelinge wat 'n invloed het op die produksie en bemarkings 
van musiek. Hierdie studie ondersoek hoe onafhanklike musikante in Suid
Afrika te midde van hierdie industrie omwentelinge dink oor hulle musiek
loopbanc vanuit 'n bcsighcidsmodcl pcrspcktief. Die negc dimcnsies van die 
Bl:SI:'\ESS MODEL CANVAS \vord rcgdeur die studic as bcsprckings-raannvcrk 
gcbruik. Agt ondcrhoudc is gcvocr met onafhanklikc musikantc in Suid Afrika. 
Tematiese inhouds-analise van die getranskribeerde onderhoude is gedoen met 
die LEXL\IANCER sagteware program. Die terna van lewendige optrede is uit
gelig as die belangrikste inkomste-stroom vir onafhanklike musikante. Die 
kwaliteit en uniekheid wm musiek as 'n produk, asook die musikale di'versiteit 
van die musikant, word uitgelig as bela.ngrike temas om \Va.arde-proposisie 
drywers tc bcpaal Hicrdic twce insigte blyk of dit bcinvlocd hoc onafhanklike 
musikante huidiglik dink oor die samcstclling van die res van die Bl:SI:'\ESS 
T'vlODEL CANVAS. 'n Uitkoms van die studie is 'n diagram wat kern temas 
uitlig om in ag te neern wanneer 'n Bl:SI:'\ESS .VIODEL CANVAS vir onafhank
like kunstenaars in Suid Afrika ontwikkel word. 
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Abstract 

Using the BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS to Explore how 
Independent South African Musicians do 

Music-as-Business 

Cilnctte Picnaar 

DepaTtrnent of Mu8'ic 
University of Stellenbosch 

Private Bag Xl, 7602 Matieland, South AjTica 

Thesis: ~'iPhil ~Iusic Technology 

December 2015 

The international and South African music industry value chain is con
tinuously being redefined. These changes that require a nevv \vay of thinking 
about music as a product are primarily driven by the development of tech
nology that continuously influence the production and marketing of music. 
This study explores how independent musicians in South Africa currently view 
their music careers from a business perspective in the midst of this industry 
revolution. It uses the nine dimensions of the BUSIXESS l'vicmEL CANVAS 
as a discussion framework throughout the study. Eight intcrvie·ws vvcre con
ducted with independent South African musicians who arc making music as 
an income-generating career. Thematic: content analysis of the transcribed 
interviews \vas done with the LEXL\IANCER software programme. The theme 
of live performance is highlighted as the most important revenue stream for 
independent musicians. The quality and uniqueness of nmsic as a product and 
the musical di·versity of tl1e musician are highlighted as important themes to 
determine value proposition drivers. These two insights seem to influence how 
independent artists currently think about the compilation of the rest of the 
B"CSIXESS l'vicmEL CANVAS. An outcome of the study is a diagram highlight
ing key themes to consider when developing a BUSINESS .VIODEL CANVAS for 
independent musicians in South Africa. 
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Dedicated to 

D1:e fafj'eltjie. Wat gekomponeer- het met besigheids-stmtegie. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

acorne gather round people, wlwrever y(m roarn, and admit that the 
water.s armmd yon have grown. And accept d that .soon yon 'll be 
drenched to the bone. rf your time to you is worth savin, then you 
better start swim min or you'll sink like a stone . . . For the times 
they are a-changin." 

Bob Dylan 

THE global music industry is undergoing rapid transformation. This trans
formation has primarily been driven through the development of techno

logy that has made the commercial distribution of music through online chan
nels a reality. According to Hougaard t'1 Tvede (2010:86) music has become 
an non-excludable product as a result of the development of the technology 
that has introduced the 1-lP3 file-format1 and peer-to-peer networks2 . to the 
music industry in 1995 and 1999 respectively. 

As a result the structure of the music industry is changing (Bockstedt et al., 
2006:7). The entire music industry value chain3 has to he innovative. Business 
models need to be adapted in an industry where digital platforms have changed 
the way music is produced, promoted and consumed. 

International independent bands like L'inken Par-k with their company Ma
chine Shop are pioneering innovative business models to adapt to the changes 

1 In essence, l\iiP3 (:MPEG-1 / 2 Layer-3) is a file coding system that enables the compression 
of audio material. It has decreased file si~es dramatically, which has enabled file sharing 
(Brandenburg, 1999:1). 

2 "A peer-to-peer (P2P) network is r:reated when two or more computers are connected and 
share resources without going through a central server" (Cope, 2002:n.p.). 

:J The value chain is a strategic management philosophy developed by Porter (1987:5) to 
provide a more holistic approar:h to business strategy. It recognizes hmv value is added 
in the relationships between different links in the supply chain. In the music industry, it 
would include the links between music producers, recording studios, the artists themselves, 
as 'vell as the distribution channels for commercial music. 

1 
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brought on by a digiti:tcd economy (Berry, 2015). The South African music 
industry seems slmv to change vvith the times. This has potentially negative 
financial implications (Vermeulen, 2014:n. p.). 

How are independent South African musicians responding to the changing 
times'? 

1.1 Background and Context 

In 1998 the South African Department of Arts, Culture; Science and Tech
nology appointed the Cultural Strategy Group (CSG) to determine ·what the 
"current reality" (from an economic perspective) vvas for the music industry in 
the country. The goal of the esc study \Vas to develop strategies to increase 
the export potential and employment opportunities vvithin cultural industries 
in a post-Apartheid South Africa (De Villicrs, 2006:15). 

Capacity building to enable employment opportunities within cultural in
dustries remains a strategic goal of the national government. This is seen as 
crucial in in a country vvhere unemployment has reached alarming proportions1 

For the music industry in South Africa to be a viable income-generating 
employment sector for independent musicians; capacity building also implies 
small business enterprise development. Applicable infrastructure- and business 
model development is key. 

The questions arc: \Vhat should that infrastructure" look like in the South 
African independent music industry? \Vhich business models arc locally ap
plicable for independent musicians in South Africa, considering the changes in 
the music industry on a global scale? 

This stud:y aims to develop themes from a South African perspective to 
provide recommendations for the development of a 13USINESS l\IODEL CANVAS 

framevwrk applicable to the independent music industry in South Africa. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Exploratory interviews for this study have indicated that independent record
ing musicians still invest substantial amounts of their mvn money into pro
ducing and reproducing physieal albums. They invest financially in the ma
nufacturing of a physieal product for vvhich there seems to be a diminishing 
market. Hence, they often do not get the financial return on that investment. 
They are also seemingly not earning a sustainable income from digital sales or 

4 Averaged 25.27 percent from 2000 until 2015 (n.a. , 2015i). 
5 Infrastructure development implies an understanding of the support needed to develop the 

entire value chain required to take a song from its creative inception to the point 'vherc it 
can be a commercial product. 

2 
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online streaming. The old business model thinking implied in this approach 
to music-as-business docs not seem to make any financial sense anymore. 

The problem that this study aims to address is the lack of current contex
tual academic research that could provide insights for the development of a 
Bl:SIXESS :\IODEL CAXVAS framework for the independent music industry in 
South Africa6

• 

Consumer behavior in terms of buying music in a digitized vvorld is changing 
(Passman) 2014:71). A musician's "dream of making an album" is met ·with 
the reality of a changing consumer market that seems to not be interested in 
buying physical albums any more (:\layer, 2014:37). 

How should independent musicians in South Africa go about at least at
tempting to run a financially sustainable small business'? This is based on the 
assumption that being financially sustainable as a small business ·would en
able them to be full-time independent musicians. This could contribute to job 
creation in the South African cultural sector. Are there business models in
sights to glean from those who are currently commercially active independent 
musicians in South Africa? 

1.3 Research Design 

This study is an exploratory study that follows a qualitative research metho
dology. The questions posed in the problem statement were addressed through 
the exploration of contextualised Bl:SINESS MODEL CAXVAS insights for South 
Africa through: 

1. Secondary data collection: A literature rcvic·w. 

2. Primary data collection: Interviews ·with independent musicians in South 
Africa. 

3. Thematic analysis of primary data: Discussion of combined LEXHviANCER 

topical network maps and wordclouds that emerged from the intervie\v 
data for the nine BUSINESS l\JODEL CANVAS dimensions. 

4. The development of a diagram highlighting key themes to consider ·when 
developing a Bl:SIX ESS MODEL CAXVAS for independent musicians in 
South Africa. 

Secondary data was collected through a literature review using the Bu
SINESS MODEL CAXVAS as a conceptual framework7. The framework \vas 

6 The BUST'<ESS l'vlonm. CAKVAS is a business strategy tool developed by Osterwalder t'1 
Pigneur (2010) to assist in developing a visual blueprint of nine key business dimensions 
for any organization. It will be discussed in-depth in Chapter T,vo of this study. 

7 Chapter Two exploreR the nusr:-<ESS I\{ODEL CA:-<VAS more in-depth. 

3 
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further explored through a series of eight case studies that involved primary 
data. collection through semi-structured interviews conducted in person and via 
email. The intervie·ws \vere conducted with with a non-probability sample of 
commercially active independent South African musicians. Thematic analysis 
of the transcribed intervie·ws and survey responses was done with the use of the 
LEXIl'viANCER qualitative data analysis software. Emerging themes were visu
ally represented by topical network maps and wordclouds. These themes ·were 
discussed according to the nine dimensions of the I3USINESS IVIODEL CANVAS. 
Insights from the secondary and primary data informed the recommendations 
of this current study. 

1.4 Structure of the report 

This chapter serves as an overview of the background to the research pro blcm 
and methodology. Chapter Two discusses the qualitative research design of 
the study. The discussion of the research design is done prior to the literature 
review since the gathering of the secondary data is guided by the defined Bu
SINESS MODEL CA:\VAS conceptual framework. Chapter Three explores the 
literature relevant for theoretically informing the development of a framework 
according to the nine I3USINESS JVIODEL CANVAS dimensions . Literature that 
is relevant for independent recording musicians in the South African context is 
discussed. Chapter Four presents eight case studies d eveloped from interview 
insights with independent recording musicians in South Africa.. It uses the nine 
dimensions of the B"C"SINESS l\iloDEL CANVAS8 as a guide for interview discus
sions. Chapter Five explores themes that were drawn for each dimension of the 
BL""SI:\ESS MODEL CANVAS. It presents combined insights from the gathered 
intervie\v data through LEXI!VIANCER topical network maps and wordclouds. 
Chapter Six concludes \vith recommendations that can be applied to develop a 
contextual BL""SI:\ESS :\"'ODEL CASVAS framework for the independent music 
industry in South Africa. 

1.5 Chapter Conclusion 

If the cultural sector is to be a financially viable self-employment option for in
dependent South African musicians, strategic investment is needed to develop 
enabling infrastructure on a national and industry level. One of the ways 
to assist the development of infrastructure is to grmv the contextual body of 
knmvledge for a particular industry that attempts to addresses its particular 
challenges . 

8 The nine dimensions are: Customer Segments, Value Proposition, Channels, Customer 
Relationships, Revenue Streams, Key Activities, Key Partners and Cost Structure. 

4 
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This study aimed to explore the experiences of musicians \vho arc currently 
commercially involved in the independent music industry in South Africa. 
These musicians were asked during intcrvic\vs to rdicct on their mvn BL"SI

NESS ~VIODEL CANVAS framework. Their answers are presented as case studies 
in Chapter Four and combined topical network maps in Chapter Five of this 
document. The emerging themes ·were used to guide recommendations for the 
development of a contextual 13USINESS IVIODEL CA.\"VAS framework in Chapter 
Six. 

The insights can potentially be used to inform the development of inno
vative business models to develop the independent music industry in South 
Africa. This study hopes to contribute to the development of a theoretical 
context for the development of a national infrastructure that can assist in
dependent musicians to be self-employed and financially sustainable. A con
clusion of the study is a diagram highlighting key themes to consider >vhen 
developing a I3USINESS :viODEL CA.\"VAS for independent musicians in South 
Africa. 

5 
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Chapter 2 

Research Design 

a a discipline withmd a laTge numbeT of thoroughly e:r;ended case 
studies is a (i'iscipline without systematic p·roduct'ion of exemplars, 
and a discipline without exemplars is an ineffective one. In social 
science, a greater number of good case studies could help remedy 
this situation. 1 " 

Bent Flyvbjerg 

THIS chapter discusses the research methodology follmved for the study. It 
is an exploratory study that follmvs a qualitative research methodology. 

Secondary data was collected through a litcratmc rcvie\v. This informed the 
theoretical framework used to develop eight case studies. The case studies 
were developed through semi-structured personal and email interviews. The 
research population from '.vhich the cases vvere developed consisted of com
mercially active independent South African musicians. Thematic analysis of 
the transcribed intervie\vs and survey responses \Vas done with the use of 
Leximancer software. The emerging topicalnetvvork maps supported by word
douds vvcrc used to inform the discussions insights gained. The insights vvcrc 
used to develop themes for a BUSINESS MODEL CA:'\VAS framework for the 
independent music industry in South Africa. 

The study integrated key combined insights from the intervie·ws to explore 
how independent musicians in South Africa currently describe their careers 
from a I3USINESS ]\ifoDEL CANVAS perspective. \Vordclouds of the intervie\v 
responses to each of the nine I3USINESS :\/IODEL CANVAS themes were also 
developed by using the online vVorm CLOUD GENERATOR software developed 
by .Jason Davies Davicws (2015). The worddouds arc included in the discussion 

1 (Flyvbjcrg, 2006:242) 

6 
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of the primary data in Chapter Five to supplement the LEXIl'viAXCER topical 
net\vork maps. 

2.1 Research Objective 

The primary objective of this exploratory study was to gain qualitative insights 
into hmv independent South African musicians who arc commercially active 
describe their mvn BUSINESS l'v'IODEL CANVAS. 

This objective is explored through primary data collection. Insights are 
also dnnvn from secondary data through conducting a literature review. 

2.2 Research Questions 

The aim of this study was to develop a theoretically informed context for 
answering two key practical questions: 

1. How should independent musicians in South Africa go about at least 
attempting to run a financially sustainable small business? 

2. Are there Bl:'SINESS ~VIODEL CANVAS insights to glean from those who 
are currently commercially active independent musicians in South Africa'? 

Through systematically exploring ansvvers to these questions this current 
study aimed to develop 13"C"SIXESS ~IODEL CAXVAS themes from a South 
African perspective. These themes ·were used to inform recommendations for 
the development of a BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS framework applicable to the 
independent music industry in South Africa. 

An outcome of the study is a diagram highlighting key themes to consider 
when developing a Bl:'SIXESS l\lODEL CANVAS for independent musicians in 
South Africa. 

2.3 Research Population 

The potential contribution of cultural industries to grovv developing economies 
is explored by Throsby (2002:14). South Africa abounds with musical talent 
but struggles \Vith unemplo:yment. In this context self-employment as an in
dependent musician could be a career-option (.Jonker et al., 2009:383). It is 
however one thing to write and produce music ) and quite another challenge to 
make a living out of it as an independent musician who records and performs 
music as a career Schoeman (2012:5). 

7 
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Hence, the research population for this study wa~ commercially active 
South African independent musicians from different music genres. 2 For the 
purpose of this study this population included musicians who write and record 
music for commercial or non-commercial exchangea purposes vvho are not 
signed with a record label.1 

2.4 A two-tier Qualitative Methodology 

The exploratory nature of the research objective of the study warranted a qual
itative methodology (Braun c1 Clarke, 2013:31). The data collection was done 
through interviews to develop eight case studies. This study also explored 
combined themes that emerged for the nine I3USINESS IviODEL CANVAS di
mensions discussed in each of the case studies. 

According to Flyvbjcrg (2006:222), case study methodology is at the heart 
of gaining expert knmvlcdgc and understanding of any particular field. Baxter 
c1 .Jack (2008:544) defines qualitative case study as" ... an approach to research 
that facilitates the exploration of a phenomenon >vithin its context using a 
variety of data sources." 

According to Rowley (2002:17), case studies are valuable \Vhen the research 
question entails asking "why'' or "hmv" in the context of a particular phe
nomenon. The current study aimed to make usc of clements of the ease stud~y 
approach to present eight interviews with independent musicians from differ
ent music genres in South Africa. The interviews used the BL'SIXESS \IODEL 
CAXVAS as a discussion framework for the musicians to provide an account of 
their current business practices for case study purposes. This relates to the 
':hmv'' question characteristic of case study research. 

A LEXIrviAXCER analysis was done to develop topical network maps, sup
plemented by \vordclouds, to discuss the combined themes that emerged for 
the nine BuSINESS l'vicmEL CANVAS dimensions discussed in each of the case 
studies. 

2.4.1 Ontological and Epistemological assumptions 

The ontological assumption of the current study leans towards a critical realist 
position as defined by Braun €1 Clarke (2013:27). The critical realist position 
holds that "knowledge is viewed as socially influenced and is thought to reflect 

2 Solo rnusir:ians, bands, session musicians and performing producers are included in this 
population. 

:~ Exchange as a concept refers to the process of a 'villing buyer and a v,rilling seller who 
engage 'vith one another. One party has something of value that another party is v,rilling 
to make a trade for. It r:an be a money-for-product exchange, or any other exchange that 
is relevant to the r:ontext (Lamb et rll., 2010:9). 

'
1 Also referred to as independent musicians. 
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a separate reality that we can only partially access." Hence, an external reality 
(i.e. the independent musicians' account of their business practices within the 
music industry), provides a foundation for knmvlcdge. 

The epistemological assumption of the study tends tovvards contextualism 
as defined by Braun f.1 Clarke (2013:30). The knmvledge gained from the cur
rent study is viewed as being local, situated, and provisionaL particularly also 
because of the use of non-probability sampling methods and a limited sam
ple size \vithin a defined industry. The knowledge is howe-ver viewed as being 
"true'' ·within the particular context. Flyvhjerg (2006:242) presents an argu
ment for the development of cases studies within social sciences, highlighting 
how ease examples provide depth of knowledge ·within a discipline. 0 

These assumptions guide the methods used to gather primary data for the 
current study and inform the discussions, condusions and recommendations. 

2.4.2 Sampling 

There is no formal database for the research population. A sample \vas dravm 
from the research population using non-probability techniques. A combination 
of convenience, snowball and judgment sampling was used. 

2.4.2.1 Sampling Methods 

Convenience sampling implies that the researcher approaches participants based 
on their accessibility (I3raun f1 Clarke, 2013:57). For the initial sample of 
the current study, the researcher approached personal acquaintances who arc 
involved as independent musicians in the South African music industry. In 
certain instances emails were sent via the website of the musician. Their will
ingness to participate in the study gave opportunity for snowball sampling. 
The original participants were asked to recommend other participants for the 
study from their personal networks. This sampling method included a dimen
sion of judgment sampling since the researcher has professional experience in 
the South African music industry as a publicist and recording artist. 

2.4.2.2 Sample Size 

There isn't a general rule of thumb in terms of the minimum number of qual
itative intervic,vs needed for thematic analysis by LEXL\IANCER. According 
to Braun E1 Clarke (2013:45) a suitable sample size for when the research 
questions is aimed at exploring participants' accounts of practices or behav
iors, needs to be "... large enough to capture a range of accounts and not so 
large that you are drowning in data''. The rule of thumb used in this study to 

5 "A purely descriptive, phenomenolog,ical case study without any attempt to g,enerali7;e can 
certainly be of value [ ... ] and has often helped cut a path toward scientific innovation" 
(Flyvbjerg, 2006:227) . 
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decide on the number of interview adequate to ansvi'er the research questions 
\vas saturation.n A study by Guest et al. (2006:79) found that between six and 
bvclve interviews could be sufficient to reach saturation for non-probability 
studies. This current study conducted intervievvs with eight independent re
cording musicians from different music genres to develop insights for the case 
studies presented in Chapter Four. 

2.5 Data Collection 

According the Braun €1 Clarke (2013:78) intervie,vs are the most used data col
lection methods in qualitative research. It served the purposes of the research 
questions of the current study. 

The rich data required to develop themes for a I3"CSI:\"ESS MODEL CANVAS 
framework vvas collected through semi-structured personal interviews or online 
through a Qualtries-generated open-ended questions survey and emails. The 
reason for adding the online survey intervievv option was to accommodate the 
research population who a) by the nature of their vocation are sometimes on 
tour, or b) do not always have the time to spend on personal interviews. 

2.5.1 Interview Guide 

The semi-structured interviews were guided by questions adapted from on 
the nine building blocks of the BUSINESS l\JODEL CANVAS. The following 
questions were developed to explore each of the building blocks: 

1. Customer Segments: \Vho \vould you describe as the target market 
for your music? 

2. Value Propositions: \Vhat do you think is the value proposition that 
you offer? Please comment on the following in your response: \Vhy do 
you think people are \Villing to pay for your music? / \Vhat do you think 
is your competitive advantage? 

3. Channels: How do you distribute your music'? 1.e . \Vhere can people 
buy your music from'? 

4. Customer Relationships: How do you build relationship with your 
"fans") supporters ) audiences? Please comment on the following in your 
response: \Vhat are you currently doing to build relationship \Vith your 
audiences? \Vhat do you think audiences expect these days? 

5. Revenue Stream: \Vhat are the main revenue streams from music for 
you? Basically) how do you make a living from making music? 

6 Saturation implies that no ne\v themes emerge from conducting more interviews (Guest 
et al., 2006:65). 
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6. Key Resources: \,Vhat resources do you need to be able to make music 
for a living'! Resources can be financiaL human, time etc. Basically, 
what goes into the "manufacturing" of music as a commercially viable 
"producf', in your experience'? 

?. Key Activities: \.\lllat arc tl1c key· a.cti,ritics for ~you r)r.rsotlally related 
to making music for a living? \Vhat do you need to do practically'? 

8. Key Partners: \Vho do yon need to work \vith to make music for a 
living? \Vho are your key partners'? 

9. Cost Structure: \Vhat do yon have to pay for to be able to make music 
for a living? Basically, the expenses side of your budget as a musician. 

Since the intervie·ws were semi-structured the interviewees had the oppor
tunity to raise more issues during the interview or via email. The discussion 
was however guided by these predetermined questions. 

2.5.2 Data Capturing 

The personal interviews vvere recorded by using the digital voice recording 
functionality of an APPLE IPHONE. The phone stored the individual inter
vie·ws in :tviP3 format. The IVIP3 was transferred to a. personal computer and 
replayed for transcription purposes. The online survey intervie\v responses 
\Vere captured by the Qua.ltrics system and stored in PDF format for further 
analysis. The email interviews were recorded as \VORD documents and stored 
for further analysis. 

2.6 Data Analysis with Leximancer 

Thematic analysis of the transcribed interviews and '\Vrittcn survey response 
texts was done with the usc LEXIl'viANCER software. LEXIl'viA:\"CER is a software 
tool designed to analyze natural language in different formats. It takes the 
collection of words, or transcribed interviews in the case of the current study, 
and extracts semantic meaning and relational information bet\veen concepts. 
The output generated from the LEXII\fANCER analysis is in the form of a topical 
net\vork map that informs an understanding of hmv the concepts discussed 
connected in relation to each other. The foundation of the statistics of the 
analysis is found in framing theory (Angus. 2012). The concepts arc visually 
mapped in order to assist the development of meaning into insights. The 
themes from the LEXIMANCER concept maps that emerged for this study were 
combined manually with insights from the literature revie·w and case studies. 
This \Vas used to inform the data analysis discussion of Chapter Five. 
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2.6.1 Transcription 

The transcription style used >vas orthographic or verbatim transcription. The 
focus of this method is on what \Vas said) not hmv it \Vas said (Braun f:J Clarke) 
2013:162). The online surveys were already in verbatim >vritten format. 

2.6.2 Data Preparation 

LEXIl\'IANCER supports different file formats, including text, image, audio) 
video) geo-data and survey data. This current study stored the transcription 
files as vVorm files that could be uploaded directly into the soft\vare pro
gramme. 

The eight transcribed interviews were each manually cleaned by remov
ing interjections by the interviewer. LEXIIviAXCER automatically removed re
occurring "stop words" that could influence the concept map when it ran the 
analysis. 

The transcribed intervie\v responses \Vere divided into nine separate ~~ OIW 

documents according to the nine themes of the I3"CSIXESS ~IODEL CAXVAS. 
These nine primary documents \Vcrc used to run an initial online \Vordcloud 

analysis, and also the LEXIl'viAXCER analysis. 

2.6.3 Data Coding 

LEXIl\'IANCER has a built-in statistical function that automatically codes the 
concepts and ercatcs topical concept maps. Quotations from the transcribed 
interviews arc linked to themes and their eonnectcd concepts in the generated 
output file. 

2.6.4 Data Analysis 

Chapter Four presents the eight exploratory ease studies developed through 
personal interviews and online secondary research. These case studies were 
developed to gain more understanding of how independent artists in South 
Africa currently structure their BUSINESS .\IODEL CAXVAS. 

Responses from the case studies \Vere combined into the nine dimensions of 
the BUSINESS l'vlODEL CANVAS through LEXIiviAXCER topical concept maps 
and \vordclouds. TvlcNaught C'1 Lam (2010:643) demonstrates how worddouds 
can be used as a supplementary research tool in qualitative data analysis. This 
current study made usc of an online wordcloud generating tool to synthesize 
the responses from the eight different case studies into nine separate word 
clouds. The wordclouds are discussed in Chapter Five to supplement the 
LEXIl\:IANCER topical network maps . 
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2.7 Discussion of Findings 

Flyvbjerg (2006:223) highlights hmv valuable and central context-dependent 
knmvledge gained through case-study research is for social sciences. This ap
plied to the contextual study of the music industry too. 

I\ on-probability sampling was used vvhich implies that the findings of this 
cmrcnt study is not generalizable to the entire research population. It docs 
however provide a framework for further studies and explores practical recom
mendations. 

Interpretations of the themes developed through the data analysis in Chap
ter Five is used to guide the discussion of recommendation in Chapter Six. 

2.8 Chapter Conclusion 

Very little current South African academic research exists that explores how 
the changes in the global music industry are affecting the vvay independent 
South African recording musicians approach decisions about their 13t:"SI.\'ESS 
l\ilODEL CANVAS. 

The insights gained from this study can assist independent recording mu
sieians with their decision-making in terms of how they will approach the 
different areas of the B"CSI.\'ESS MODEL CANVAS as it applies to their music 
as a commercial product. 

The insights can also be of value for the development. of a more holistic 
approach to tertiary music education. The insights can also be used to explore 
the changing role of record labels and other role-players in the South African 
music indust.r;y value chain. 

The following chapter explores literatmc pertaining to concepts inducted 
in the the nine dimensions of the BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS, applied to the 
South African music industry context. 
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Chapter 3 

A literature overview exploring the 
independent South African music 
industry BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS 

aDigital track .sale.s an~ falling at neaTly the .same mte a.s CD .sale.s, 
as mn.sic fans are tnr·ning to stn~arning: on iTnnes, SonndCloud, 
Spoti.fy, Pandora: iHeartRadio: and music blogs. Now that music is 
superabundant: the business (beyond selling subscriptions to music 
sites) tlwive8 only when; scarcity can be marmfactnred, namely in 
concert hall.s, where there are only so many seats, or in ruhJertising, 
when; one song or band can anchor· a branding campaign. n 

- DeTek Thompson, 2015 

"Fans looking for music that is outside the narrow commercial focus 
of Mnsiat have been dr·iven to the internet to sonrce their listening 
pleasun~s, while local artists, faced with zem chance of getting their 
independently pTOduced recordings stocked in chain retaileTs, are 
'using social netwoTking platfonn8 s'uch aB Facebook, Myspace and 
TwitteT to prmnote and .'!ell theiT Tnilti-J'ic, which they do through mail 
order or at gigs." 

-Lloyd Gedye (Mail and Guardian), 2011 

THI~ cha~ter explores literature pertaining to concepts included in the n~ne 
dnnenswns of the BUSI:\"ESS Tv'IODEL CANVAS. The coneepts are apphed 
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to the South African music: industry contcxt.1
. 

3.1 Background 

The global music industry is in the midst of grappling vvith business model 
implications brought about by the internet (Kecsan, 2008:353). 

According to Vaccaro f1 Cohn (2004:47) the traditional business model of 
the music industry concerned itself with the " ... mass production and distri
bution of physical goods". This model no longer has prominence in terms of 
representing the contemporary industry structure. 

Independent musicians are faced with the challenge of understanding chang
ing consumer behavior ·when it comes to music consumption in an online age 
(Campos~ 2012:12). According to Hougaard & Tvede (2010:86) music has 
become an non-excludable product as a result of the development of the tech
nology that has introduced the l'viP3 file-format? and peer-to-peer networks:~. 
to the music industry in 199;) and 1999 respectively. In a digitized economy 
the business models applied by especially independent artists need to consider 
the implications of these developments (Bockstedt et al., 2006:26). 

The ease with which music files can be shared in a digital environment has 
also had a significant impact on the marketing mix4 decision-making in the 
music industry. This is one of the key considerations when exploring the Bu
SINESS IvicmEL CANVAS. Digital music distribution platforms like iTunes arc 
impacting traditional CD sales (Hougaard c9 Tvedc, 2010:88; R.ao. 1999:299). 
Social media platforms like YouTUBE, FACEBOOK and SOUXDCLO"CD have 
opened up new avenues for music marketing, particularly also through sam
pling5 (Peitz t'1 \Vaelbroeck, 2006:912). 

According to Hracs (2012:454) the technological developments in the music 
industry are particularly conducive for independent musicians ·when it comes 
to the produetion and distribution of their music. 

This chapter theoretically explores the nine dimensions of the B "CSIXESS 
l\ilODEL CANVAS to focus on the South African music industry. 

1 "The rnusir: industry can be defined <-1S the whole sor:ial, regulatory, technological and 
er:onornic system that brings an original musical supply \vit.hin reach of consumers who 
want to listen to it" (Bourreau et al., 2008:2). 

2 In essence, MP3 (l\JPEG-1/ 2 Layer-3) is a file coding system that enables the compression 
of audio material. It has decreased file sizes dramatically, which has enabled file sharing 
(Brandenburg, 1999:1). 

:
3 "A peer-to-peer (P2P) network is created when hvo or more computers arc connected and 

share resources without going through a central server" (Cope, 2002:n.p.). 
4 The marketing mix is a term that refers to the 4Ps of marketing, namely product, price, 

place and promotion (Lamb et al., 2010:445). 
5 In this context., sampling refers to a sales promotion technique \vhere the consumer has 

the opportunity to sample a product before the make a purchase decision. 
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3.2 The changing mus1c industry: Global pa
radigm shifts 

Pratt c1 J effcutt (2009:57) stated that digitisation is the latest and most com
plex set of tedmological developments that has influenced the global music 
industry. Firstly) the format of music as a consumer product in the past fe\v 
years has developed from a physical album format sold through retail channels) 
to a digital single rv-IP3 track format sold through online platforms (Bockstedt 
et al., 2006:8). 

Secondly, it seems like industry trends arc indicating that music might 
be moving avvay from being valued by consumers as an mvn-able product, to 
being valued by consumers as a rentable service (Vaccaro E1 Cohn, 2004:49). 
According to Thompson (2015) "CDs are dead [ ... j and if CDs are truly dead, 
then digital music sales are lying in the adjacent grave. Both categories are 
down double-digits in the last year, with ITUNES sales diving at least 13 per
cent." This supports the notion that music as a. product is changing in its 
perceived value for consumers. This has significant business model and mar
keting implications for the music industry. :-Jotably, the approach to developing 
a marketing plan for a product ( 4Ps) differs from developing a marketing plan 
for a service (7Ps) (Lamb et al., 2010:471).6 . 

For example) the rock band U2 and computer company APPLE caused a 
stir in September 2014 when ITCNES account holders found the ne\v album 
SoNGS OF l.\"NOCENCE to download for free in their accounts. The campaign 
was a combined celebrity endorsement tactical launch of the APPLE r\VATCH 
with the new U2 album. APPLE paid U2 for the album and its marketing 
campaign and distributed it for free. It was the precursor to the launch of the 
APPLE .VIUSIC streaming service in 2015 _\layer (2014). 

3.2.1 From CDs to MP3s- a product revolution 

Bourreau et al. (2008:9) provides three perspectives ·when defining music, or a 
musical \vork, as a product 7. 

As a consumption good, a musical work can be vie,ved as one of the fol
lmving: 

1. An experience good: Taking into consideration the influence of con
sumer individual learning and preference in its production. 

6 The traditional 4Ps are product, place, price and promotion. \Vith a. service, the three 
additional Ps arc people, physical evidence and process (Lamb et al., 2010:471) . Vaccaro 
t4 Cohn (2004:49) adds an additional P, namely productivity, to the services marketing 
rrnx. 

7 Graham et al. (2004: 1091) defines the traditional product in the music value chain as "a. 
package of prerecorded music captured on a physical format , such as a CD". 
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E 

Figure 3.1: U2 on the cover of T IME (29 September 2014). The artide discusses 
their partnership with Apple to give Songs of Innocence mvay for free 
to all iTuncs account holders 

2. A social good: Taking into consideration t he social factors influencing 
buyer decision-making in its production and distribution. 

3. A cultural good: Taking into consideration that consumer tastes de
velop and adapt as they develop a shared culture of consumption. 

The perspective one adopts will determine if the production of music is 
seen as a result of individual, combined or contribution capital as pnmary 
production input (Bourreau et al. , 2008:13). 
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In the process of moving from CDs to IVIP3s one can assume that all three 
of these definitions arc influenced. Particularly, music as a social good. As 
consumer decision-making changes to respond to technological developments, 
the production and distribution of music has adapted. 

One of the main technological influences on the music industry \vas the 
development of the MP3 compression standard. This enabled the compression 
of music file sizes to the point of digital commercial viability (Pratt fj .T ef
fcutt, 2009:59). Increased internet band·width and developments in personal 
computer capabilities together with the development of music storage and lis
tening devices like the APPLE rPcm has significantly changed the way that 
consumers engage with music as a product. 

One of the challenging results of these developments is the proliferation 
of illegal music downloading and peer-to-peer file sharing (Bourreau et al., 
2008:2). For the purpose of the current study, this negative impact of digi
talisation is not elaborated on in-depth. It does hovvever pose a considerable 
challenge for the industry. 

3.2.2 From MP3s to streaming subscriptions- a service 
revolution 

According to Thompson (2015) the digital revolution is already undergoing 
another revolution. Citing the decrees in both CD sales and digital track sales 
through ITUNES in the CSA during 2014, he highlights that US consumers are 
increasingly streaming music8 through platforms like SPOTIFY, IHEARTRADIO 
and PANDORA. The launch of APPLE 1\-Iusrc in 2015 made the impact of 
streaming even more global 

It seems like music as a consumer good is changing from being a product 
that people buy to own, to being a service that people subscribe to rent. This 
shift from being a product to being a service again has business model structure 
implications. 

This chapter will contextualize these trends by positioning them Vv'ithin a 
B-cSL\ESS 1\IcmEL CANVAS discussion of the South African music industry. 

3.3 Business Model Canvas applied to the mu

sic industry 

The B"CSI:\"ESS ~IODEL CA:\"VAS is a strategic business model generation tool 
developed by Ostenvalder 8 Pigneur (2010:19). It \Vas designed to explore 

8 "I\1usic streaming is renting songs. You don't buy the songs from the streaming service; 
you just pay a monthly or regular fcc to listen to the songs ,,-hcncvcr you want."(n.a. , 
2015h) 
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the most effective \vay to define and structure the business models of for
profit companies. The BL"SINESS IvicmEL CANVAS can be used to explore any 
business, also in the music industry, from the perspective of nine dimensions. 
These dimensions are: 

1. Customer Segments 

2. Value Propositions 

3. Channels 

4. Customer Relationships 

5. Revenue Stream 

6. Key Resources 

7. Key Activities 

8. Key Partners 

9. Cost Structure 

This model was used by Campos (2012:7) to develop a contemporary in
dependent artist business model applied to the Brazilian market. He specifi
cally explored digital sales and subscription streaming services as nevv revenue 
streams that artists can gain income from through their music:. He also ex
plored online crowd-funding as a \vay to build relationships with fans whilst 
getting the capital needed to make an album. Each of these dimension will 
now be explored with specific application to the SA music industry. 

3.3.1 Customer Segments 

One of the foundation principles of the consumer orientation 9 is to base all 
marketing efforts on a dear understanding of target market needs and wants 
(Lamb et al., 2010:177). An exploration of how the music industry approaches 
market segmentation is therefor paramount. 

Cost and physical constraints used to limit the size of the audience that 
could be reached with an information product (Graham et al., 2004:1090). 
According to Toulson (2008:2) the internet has now opened up a much \vider 
audience for musicians to promote their music to. 

The duwnside to this from a music manufacturing and selling perspective 
is that the market has beeomes saturated with ne'v music. This resulted in 
an escalation of eonsumer ehoice. The basic economic principle of supply 
and demand in a free market system applies, as Graham et al. (2004:1095) 

9 A contemporary marketing philosophy regarding strategy development. 
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explores from a record label perspective. The balance of power vvithin the 
industry seems to have largely shifted tmvards the consumer. 

One of the ways to segment a consumer market is to usc the benefits that 
different groups of people seek from the product. Hence, when considering 
the buying behavior of consumers in a digiti:;>;ed economy, general insights into 
their online shopping habits are useful. These insights could be used ·when 
developing nevv distribution strategies for music. 

The benefits that consumers seek when shopping online include: choice, 
control, communication, convenience, cost and customisation (Vaccaro €1 Cohn, 
2004:49). These benefits sought arc in the process of becoming hygiene factors, 
and not just satisficrs. Hygiene factors arc service clements that can cause cus
tomer dissatisfaction. If they are present it is not necessarily noticed, but if 
it is missing, it is. 10

• In contrast, satisfiers are service delivery elements that 
contribute significantly to customer satisfaction. If they are missing it might 
not be noticed, but if they are present it adds to the customers experience of 
service excellence.U. (Lamb et al., 2010:8). 

These benefits sought can be used for developing market segments, specifi
cally when distributing music online. There arc also other bases for segmenting 
consumer markets. The traditional bases for segmenting consumer markets 
include demographic, geographic, psycho-graphic, behavioral and benefit seg
mentation strategies. 

3.3.1.1 Segmenting the South African music market 

There are unique market segmentation approaches that have been adapted 
specifically for the South African consumer market. The Li·ving Standards 
:\!Icasmc (LS:\1) approach is used often. This segmentation method draws 
from demographic, geographic and lifestyle segmentation approaches. 

Living Standards Measure - LSM: The Living Standards :\Icasmc is 
a market segmentation tool developed by the South African Advertising Re
search Foundation (SAARF). Its premise is to segment the South African 
population into ten groups according to a combination of the following fac
tors: mvnership of durable goods, level of education, access to media and a 
fe\v other demographic factors such as gender and level of income (Lamb et al., 
2010:51). Currently, there arc ten LSI\{ groups , ranging from LSM1 (the lmv
cst level of education, income and least amount of durable goods and media 
access) to LSI\JlO (the highest level of education, durable goods mvncrship and 
media access). 

In terms of identifying customer segments for music in South Africa, LS:\1 
provides insight into \Vhich groups have regular access to internet. This insight 
leads to knowing \Vhich groups are potential target audiences for online sales 

1 0 An example is the cleanliness of a hotel room. 
11 Expensive chocolates on the pillow in a hotel room is an example. 
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and digital streaming services. rvlobile penetration is also important to note in 
the South African market context. LSl'vi also specifics \vhich media channels 
arc preferred by the different segments. 

The SAARF also develops attitudes, lifestyle, and life stages segmentation 
tools for the South African market. 

A combination of lifes(yle12 and life-stage1a segmentation, for example, 
shmvs that the largest percentage of "show-goers" fall in the "mature singles" 
segment. This also has relevance for the music industry in terms of identifying 
target markets for live shows. 

3.3.1.2 The monetary value of the South African music market 

The fifth edition of the PwC SOUTH AFRICA!\ ENTERTAL\l'viENT AND IviEDIA 
OUTLOOK (2014-2018) reports on the South African music market by looking 
at historical data and forecasts for revenue generated 11 from five segments. 
These segments are physical recorded music revenues, live music revenues, 
digital recorded music dmvnload revenues, digital recorded music streaming 
revenues and digital recorded music mobile revenues (P\VC, 2014). These 
segments will be used to discuss the distribution channels for music in South 
Africa. According to this report. the South African music market was \vorth 
R2.056 billion in 2014, set to grmv to R2.18 billion in 2018. 

3.3.1.3 Segmentation of music markets by genre 

The annual South African l'viusic Awards (SA\IA) 15 distinguishes the follow
ing seventeen distinct commercial genre categories in South Africa: Rock, Pop 
(English) , Pop (Afrikaans), Adult Contemporary (English), Adult Contempo
rary (Afrikaans) , African Adult , Alternati-ve, RnB/ Soul/ Reggae, Rap, K\vaito, 
Dance, Traditional Faith, Contemporary Faith, Traditional lVIusic, :VIa.skandi, 
.Jau;, and Classical and/ or Instrumental (n.a. , 2015j) . These genres provide a 
framework to identify the consumer segments within the South African market 
related to them commercially. 

12The lifestyle segments indude cell sophisticates, garners, avid readers, traditionals, show
goers etc. 

1 :iLifestage segments include at home singles, young independent singles, mature singles, 
young couples, mature couples, young families, single parent families and mature families 

14Spending is measured at reta.illevel (PWC, 2014). 
15The SAl\IAs is a prestigious music industry benchmark in South Africa , supported by the 

1\ational Department of Arts and Culture (n.a. , 2015j), hence the reference to their genre 
categories. 
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3.3.2 Value Proposition 

_\Iusic is a complex product to define and hence to differentiate and position
ing in a specific consumer market. The artistic- and subsequent potential 
economic value of commercial music depends largely on consumers' unstable 
and unpredictable aesthetic preferences (Graham et aL, 2004:1088). There 
needs to however he a perceived value connected to a product if consumers arc 
going to spend money on buying it. The question from a seller pcrspcetivc is: 
\Vherein lies the value proposition of commercial music currently? 

In this chapter the BUSINESS ~VIODEL CANVAS is used as a theoretical 
framework. There are however numerous other business model approaches 
that can also be applied. In a stud:y that explores the effect of digital devel
opments on the music industry I3ourreau et al. (2008:5) identifies fi·ve possible 
resulting business model scenarios. These scenarios arc constructed by using 
a.n interpretation of relevant variables to he included when developing a. bu
siness model specifically for the music industry. Based on the combination of 
these variables, five scenarios result as potential business models approaches 
in the music industry_ One of the variables used to conceptualize different bu
siness model scenarios for the music industry is the source of value and income 
collection. 16 

Each of these scenarios provide a different interpretation of ·what the source 
of the value proposition of music is in a. digitaliscd industryY 

1. The Hit and Run scenario: The emphasis of this scenario remains 
on pushing the sales of copyright protected songs, now just on digital 
platforms like ITU:\"ES. The value of music remains in how well it can be 
legally protected from piracy and copyright infringement. 

2. The Jingle scenario: The emphasis of this scenario is on forgoing rev
enue through music sales. 1vfusic is distributed freely vvithout copyright 
infringement threats. Ilevenue is pursued in other markets like advertis
ing, or through charging subscription fees for streaming services. In this 
model music has no intrinsic value as a product. Its value lies in serving 
as a promotional tool for other products. 

3. The Happy Few scenario: This scenario recognizes that digitalisa
tion has opened the playing field to artists who do not need access to 

1 6The other variables are i) the conception of a musical good; ii) diversity in musical works; 
iii) the type of matching between value and supply; iv) the nature of relations within 
the value chain; v) the key players and vi) the activity and the structure of the market 
(Bourreau d al. , 2008: 13). 

17In these different scenarios, perceptions of the value propositions that music can have is 
based on i) the music as an actual product; ii) the promotion that is made of it; iii) the 
community-based meta-information that can be shared about it; or iv) the opportunity 
that it provides for co-collaboration (Boun·eau et al., 2008: 13). 
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mass media to gain the attention of the public. It suggests that revenue 
through music sales, and the subsequent value of music, can be secured 
by identifying market niches and community-based recommendations. 

4. The Net Label scenario: In this scenario the value is not situated 
in the musieal content but in the social community created around the 
music. This community has the technological means to share meta
information in a virtual space. The principles of decentralized promotion 
and influencer marketing apply. 

5. The Consumartist scenario: In this model music is viewed as a "con
tributive cultural good". Its value lies in the contribution it can make to 
the societal experience of co-creation. Open-source) creati-ve commons 
type licensing applies. The lines betvveen consumption and production, 
as well as amateur and professional, is blurred. 

The Happy Few scenario described above provides a backdrop for explor
ing the value propositions of independent musicians in South Africa. This also 
relates to identifying innovative channels to distribute music to niche markets. 

3.3.3 Channels 

According to Graham et al. (2004:1088) one of the major implications of the 
digitisation of the music industry is that the physical distribution system a~so
cia.ted with getting an album to market will become increasingly less necessary. 
He highlights hovv business models built around having access to previously 
sought-after physical distribution channels could loose their competitive ad
vantage. This is due to the increased ease of distribution through online chan
nels.18. 

All the role-players in the music industry value chain19 have to be innovative 
to adapt their business models since digital platforms have changed the vvay 
music is produced and consumed. 

There are essentially four aspects involved when designing a supply chain: 
Defining the structure of activities, choosing the actors, employing governance 
mechanisms, and putting a co-ordination structure in place (Graham et al., 
2004:1091). 

18 A retail distribution deal, for example, won't necessarily give an artists a competitive 
advantage over an independent artists who is just selling their music online any longer. 

HJThe value chain is a strategic management philosophy developed by Porter (1987:5) to pro
vide a more holistic approach to business strategy. It recognizes how value is added in the 
relationships between different links in the supply chain. In the music industry, it would 
include the links behveen music producers, recording studios, record labels, the artists, in
tellectual property rights protection agencies, distribution channels for commercial music , 
and the consumers (I3ockstedt. et al., 2006:10). 
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Bockstedt et al. (2006) explores hmv music distribution in a digital era 
needs to change from having a traditional value chain perspective20 to applying 
a virtual value chain approach. 

In a virtual value chain music is vie·wed as an information good that goes 
through the follcnving value-adding steps: gathered, organised, selected, syn
thesised and distributed (Bockstedt et al., 2006: 17). The virtual value chain 
primarily relies on online or mobile distribution systems to deliver the prod
uct to the consumer. Value is perceived to be added through the adding of 
information. There is no physical product to enhance through other physi
cal value-adding activities like sorting, packaging (utility value) and physical 
transportation (place value). In this process the boundaries between the dif
ferent role-players are also blurring. There has been an increase in the partic
ipation betvveen musicians, producers, and even consumers (Toulson, 2008:1). 

Graham et al. (2004:1088) highlights that the changes in the industry holds 
the biggest threat for record labels \vhilst providing new opportunities to ben
efit artists and consumers. 

De Villiers (2006:3) explains hmv the government-appointed Cultural Strat
egy Group (CSG) utilized the Charles Landry five column model to analyze 
the South African cultural industries value chain in 1998. These columns are: 

1. Beginnings: Referring to the socio-economic and soft infrastructures 
needed for creativity development. 

2. Production: Referring to service and product. production process. 

3. Circulation: Referring to distribution processes. 

4. Delivery mechanism: Referring to retail, broadcasting and live music. 

5. Audience reception and feedback: Referring structured vvays to re
ceive audience feedback. 

The CSG study also explored how the growth of the music industry in South 
Africa is a result of the complex linkages with other other cultural industries, 
as well a.':l the influence of globalisation (De Villiers, 2006: 17). This provides 
a useful context to explore the channels used by independent musicians to 
distribute their music . 

3.3.3.1 Physical retail distribution of music in South Africa 

According to the P\VC SOUTH AFRICA:\ ESTERTAIN:\1ENT AND IviEDIA OUT
LOOK (2014-2018) , retail spending on physical recorded music will dedine 

20Thc traditional music value chain follows a linear value-adding approach, from composition 
by the artist, to production and recording, to copyright / licensing/ marketing/ promotion, 
to manufacturing and distribution, to inventory and sales, to the consumer (Bockstedt 
et al., 2006:16). 
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from R785 million in 2014 to R384 million in 2018 (P\VC, 2014). This is a 
decrease of R40 1 million over four ~year. 

Schoeman (2012:17) highlights that independent musicians in South Africa 
are seldom able to get their music: sold through the traditional music: retail 
outlets like ~VIl:SICA, LooK'NLISTE=->, CU:\1, RELIABLE or GosPEL DIRECT 
vvithout a license or distribution deal.21 

If consumer spending on physical albums set to decrease by a projected 
R401 million over the next four years, huw are independent musicians supposed 
to get a return on their album "manufacturing'' investment.':' It is necessary to 
explore if digital sales arc going to make up for the decrease in physical sales. 

3.3.3.2 Digital distribution of music in South Africa 

Schoeman (2012:21) explains that independent musicians in South Africa are 
able to distribute their music: internationally through numerous online stories 
like ITUNES, PANDORA and IxsouxD by creating a membership account on 
TUXECOilE. 22 To distribute in South Africa. a ·website like RHYTH::vl 0=->LI:\E 
can be used. SHOPIFY is another online retail environment that specifically 
caters for selling music online. Independent artists can create an online store 
from user-friendly designed templates (n.a., 2015g). 

The P vVC SOUTH AFRICA:\ ENTER:TAI:\1\IENT AND IviEDIA OUTLOOK (2014-
2018) reports a projected increase in revenue generated through legal digital 
dovvnloads from R128 million in 2014 to R197 million in 2018. Even-though 
these projections indicate a R69 million increase on digital spending over the 
next four year, it does not seem to make up for the R401 million decrease in 
physical album sales noted above. 

1\Iobile distribution might provide another revenue option to make up for 
the decrease in physical album spending. 

3.3.3.3 Mobile distribution of music in South Africa 

The BLACKBERRY \VORLD music store became accessible to South African 
users in 2013, only available to BLACKBERRY users ·with a BLACKBERRY 
YVORLD ID (n.a, 2013). The EXACT 1\IOBILE website offers a South African 
platform for mobile distribition as well (Schoeman, 2012:21) . 

Revenue generated through mobile downloads of music is projected to sta
bilize around R45 million, vvith not much of a projected change from 2014 
to 2018 (P\VC. 2014). This seems to also not be the solution for making 
back the money spent by independent musicians on making an album. Digital 
streaming royalties are another revenue option to consider. 

21 Independent rnusicianH can Hign an agreement with a distribution company to get their 
alburnH in muHir: storeH. 130\VLll\ E I\{USlC, SELECT :VILSlC DlSTHlBUTl0.\1 and FANTASIA 

Musrc do distribution deals in South Africa (Schoeman, 2012:19). 
22 Tu:-!ECORE is a digital music distribution company (n.a., 2013k) . 
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3.3.3.4 Digital music streaming in South Africa 

SPOTIFY launched in 2008 as one of the first legal online music streaming 
services available globally. The SPOTIFY business model was developed in 
Svveden by Daniel Ek. He was searching for a. vvay to counter the negative 
effects of illegal music downloading (De \Vit f.1 rvieyer) 2014:267). The aim 
of the SPOTIFY concept was to develop an legal online service where people 
either don't pay, or pay a small monthly subscription fcc to stream or legally 
download music. The free streaming service is limited to 20-hours per week 
and is funded by advertising. The paid-for subscription service is divided 
into either unlimited streaming online or a premium account that also allo·ws 
downloading. SPOTIFl:' was set to launch in South Africa in 2014 (van der 
13erg, 2014). 

Other global streaming services that follow a similar model include GooGLE 
PLAY :viusic ALL AccESS, ArviAZO:\" CLO"C"D PLAYER, XBox :'vi-cSIC and 
SONY l\Iusic UNLil'viiTED (De \Vit €1 Meyer) 2014:268). 

The streaming services currently available to South African subscribers in
clude DEEZER, NOKIA MIXIlADIO, SL\IFY AFRICA, !lARA and IlDIO (van der 
Berg, 2014). 

The latest addition to the music streaming services line-up is APPLE Mu
SIC, ·which unofficially attracted more than 10 million users ·within the first 
month of its launch (Houghton, 2015). 

Revenue generated through digital streaming subscription services is set to 
grmv from R30 million in 2014 to R104 million in 2018 (P\;\lC, 2014). This 
R7 4 million increase does not ho-wever translate directly back into the pockets 
of the musicians. Royalties payable to musicians from streaming services have 
been under the spotlight ·with international artist Taylor S·wift remuving her 
music from SPOTIFY. 

These projected amounts that indicate hmv consumer spending on physical 
albums, digital sales and streaming services could change in the next four years. 
Increase in digital and streaming docs not make up for the decrease in physical 
album sales. This indicates that musicians will need to think beyond "product" 
sales to support a financially sustainable independent career in South Africa. 

3.3.3.5 Live music in South Africa 

Schoeman (2012:2) highlights how arts festivals, theaters and live music venues 
have developed an infrastructure that supports live music performing in South 
Africa. 

The biggest growth trend predicted in terms of revenue generation is for 
live music2:~. Revenue generated through live performances is set to grow from 

2:3"Figurcs for live music revenues arc made up of consumer spending on tickets to concerts 
and rnusir: festivals as \vell as sponsorship payments" (P\VC, 2014). 
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Rl.068 billion in 2014 to R1.451 billion in 2018. This is an increase of R383 
million over four years. 

The PvVC SOUTH AFRICA:\' ENTER:TAI:\"1\IENT AND IviEDIA OUTLOOK (2014-
20 18) report forecasts that live music performances will be the biggest revenue 
generator for the industry by 2018, having already surpassed physical recorded 
music revenues to-wards the end of 2013. 

These projections have implications for hovv independent musicians need 
to think about setting up their distribution channels. An emphasis is on devel
oping distribution strategies that include live performances as a key channel. 
This infiuences promotional strategies as vvcll. Selling tickets to shows arc 
seemingly becoming a more important sales objective than selling albums. 
This also has an influence on customer relationship building ·within the music 
industry. 

3.3.4 Customer Relationships 

According to \Viner (2001:89) the internet has enabled organisations to build 
better relationships with their customers. This is enabled by the development 
of online communication platforms and social media communities. 

Social media has created new ways for organisations to pursue relation
ships ·with target markets (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2010:312) . A characteristic 
of social media communication of particular relevance to the music industry is 
the ability to form online communities that can interact \vith each other (Gil
Or, 2010:8). \Vcbsitcs like BANDPAGE offer a platform for musicians to create 
a centralised profile from where they can update all their online profiles like 
SPOTIFY, CooGLE , Yo"CTUBE, SHAZA:\1, rHEARTilAmo, \ l KVO, So"CND
CLOUD, LIVE ~ATION, XBOX IV1"CSIC, LYRICFI.\'D, RHAPSODl:·, FACEBOOK, 
TWITTER and lNSTAGRAJvL 

Passman (2014:14) suggests that musicians use these online tools to build 
a database of fans to stay in regular contact with. He explores various sales 
promotion tcdmiques that can be used to encourage fans to join the database , 
like giving away free tracks or merchandise through sites like CASH Music, 
FA:\"BRIDGE and TWEET FOR A TRACK. He also highlights how web tools 
like COOGLE ANALYTICS and FACEBOOK INSIGHTS could provide insight into 
\Vhere fans are physically located. This enables musicians to book gigs in more 
strategic locations. 

Customer relationships built through online tools should eventually trans
late into album sales and ticket sales for shows. During the interviews with 
independent artists discussed in Chapter Fom it was evident that interacting 
with fans at slwws remains one of the best ways to build relationships be
tween musicians and their audiences. This relates to both the public relations 
and personal selling tools of the marketing communication mix (Lamb et al. , 
2010). Since projections have indicated that live performances could be the 
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most effective way to distribute music in South Africa it is also potentially the 
most prominent revenue stream. 

3.3.5 Revenue Streams 

According to Pratt fj Jcffcutt (2009:59) making profit in a creative industry, 
like the music industry, depends on the manufacturing of artificial scarcity. 
Digitalisation has hmvcvcr increased the availability of music dramatically, 
negatively impacting the scarcity of recorded music as a commodity. 

According to DiCola (2013:341) the revenue streams that have been nega
tively influenced by digitalisation and internet distribution include traditional 
retail sales revenue, sheet music sales revenue and mechanical royalties. Artist 
royal ties (payable as a percentage of the Published Price to Dealers (PPD)) 
(Schocman, 2012:16), do not necessary apply to independent musicians, unless 
a license or distribution deal applies. Revenue streams that arc starting to 
become substantial include online retail sales revenue, on-demand streaming 
revenue and vvebcasting revenue. 

Koh et al. (2010:18) suggests that musicians need to start monetizing all 
the digital avenues that their music can be distributed through in order to 
counter the loss of physical CD sales. Passman (2014:149) goes beyond that 
by explaining the royalty rates that artists are entitled to from their elec
tronic transmissions. :\Iany artists arc unmvarc of the faet that there arc even 
royalties due them from electronic transmissions. 

From a survey conducted \vith over 5 000 career musicians in the USA, 
DiCola (2013:357) identified seven main income streams for career musicians: 

1 .. Money from songwriting/ cornposing. 

2. Salary as an employee of a symphony, band or ensemble. 

3. Touring/ shows/ live performance fees. 

4. rvioney from sound recordings. 

5. Session musician income. 

6. rvierchandise sales. 

7. Teaching income. 

Sehoeman (2012:23) identifies five categories of income streams for musi
cians in South Africa: 

1. Gigs/performances: Set fees and cover fees. 

2. Record sales: Retail CD sales, CD sales at gigs, online sales. 
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3. Songwriter and artists royalties: l'viechanical (song-vvriter) royalties 
/ Performance ro~ya.lties / Sync License24

/ :'-Jeedle-time25 

4. Merchandise: Clothing and accessories 

Alternative revenue streams include sponsorships and brand endorsements. 
Online crmvd-funding has also become an option for raising capital needed to 
make albums. An example of a successful crowd-funding campaign is the 
funding generated through the THUXDAFUJ\D website for the recording of the 
debut solo album for Kahn Jviorbee, also the lead-singer of the band THE 
PARLOTO:'\ES (I\-iorbee, 2015). 

In the second vveek of August 2015 there were 12 music projects on the 
THt:"NDAFt:"ND website of vvhich nine had reached their funding goal. The 
campaigns included a crowd-funded solo album for the first South African 
IDOLS 'Ninner Hein£ "\Vinckler. He reeently became an independent musician 
(\Vinckler, 2015). 

Price is the marketing mix element that can be directly associated ·with 
potential revenue (Lamb et al., 2010:406). It is of particular interesting to 
vie\v it from a perspective of music: streaming pricing strategies. Boc:kstedt 
et al. (2006:12) highlights that three strategies apply when deciding on a pric
ing strategy of an information good. \lersioning can be applied by providing 
different quality versions of a streaming service at different prices. Bundling 
refers to the opportunity provided by the online for consumers to buy a full 
digital album, or compilation, at a certain price. Fixed-fcc subscriptions is a 
straight-forward monthly subscription fee pricing tactic:. 

These revenue streams available for independent musicians can only be 
accessed if the key activities of being an independent musician are done. 

3.3.6 Key Activities 

Hracs (2012:4;57) highlights that the tasks associated with being an indepen
dent artist in a digitized industry have expanded to include more than the 
traditional creative tasks . Changes on the industry level have had an impact 
on creative talent on the micro level26 . 

:!
4Rights to music used in TV adverts, movies or other commercial presentation. 

25 Compensation for the public performance or broadcasting of recorded muHic, administered 
by a division of SA:viRO. 

26The creative task include song writing, performing, rehearsing, 'vebsitc design, product 
development, merchandising design, video concepts, collaborations etc. (Hracs, 2012:437). 
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The non-creative tasks assigned to independent musicians arc categorised 
into tcchnicaJ27

, managerial28 and business tasks29
. 

Schoeman (2012:1) highlights setting contracts, administrative tasks like 
sending emails, registering music for copyright protection and negotiations as 
business tasks associated \vith making music commercially. 

I\etvvorking and team-building is also seen as key activities of being an 
independent musician (Passman, 2014). This leads to the development of key 
partnerships. 

3.3. 7 Key Partners 

The music industry has a complex value chain that consists of numerous inter
linked participants (DiCola, 2013:309). Toulson (2008:3) highlights how digi
tisation has increased the participation bet,.veen the different role-players in 
the industry, particularly musicians and producers. 

Exploratory intervie,.vs for this study have alluded to the perception that 
'~anyone can make an album these days.'' The so-called "bedroom producer" 
culture that has developed with the increased availability of personal computer 
software technology, has made it easier for independent recording musicians to 
record and produce their mvn music (Gunderson, 2004:2). According to Hracs 
et al. (2013:1144) this lmvering of the barriers to entry into the music industry 
has contributed to the over-supply of music on numerous online platforms. 

Toulson (2008:2) however highlights that even if the independent recording 
musicians have the technology, they don 't necessarily have the skills or the 
time to produce professional albums. Hence, they still require the services of 
a producer and other key partners. 

According to Graham et al. (2004:1093) the traditional music value chain 
essentially had three key actors, namely the artist , the record label and the 
consumer. The record label traditionally employed expert service-providers 
like music producers and arrangers. The record labels 'Nerc also responsible for 
securing manufacturing, distribution and marketing partnerships. The role of 
managers, publicists and booking agents is highlighted by Schoeman (2012: 1). 

The internet continues to decrease the reliance on physical distribution 
partners, increasing the ability for artists to reach their audiences ·without the 
assistance of a record label. Hence, opportunities for specialist companies to re
place the centralized role that record label played has increased (Graham et al., 
2004:1094). This has made partnerships more dynamic and collaboration-per
project based. 

27Instrument maintenance, recording/ engineering/ mastering, video editing, website main
tenance etc. (Hracs, 2012:457). 

~8 Publicity, legal, booking, project management, licensing etc. (Hracs, 2012:457). 
291\Ierchandising, financing, grant writing, accounting, investor relations nebvorking etc. 

(Hracs, 2012:457). 
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Independent artists can grmv their audiences by collaborating ·with one 
another. Letang (2014) elaborates on the principle of compounding. This is 
an approach ·where musicians can expand their audience net,vorks by working 
together \vith musicians in their genre. 

de \Vet (2008:4) highlights the following role-players in the South African 
music industry: artists (including musicians, songwriters and composers); 
agents, managers) marketers and other who act on behalf of the musicians; mu
sic publishers; copyright administrators; service providers (including produc
ers, distributors, concert organizers, theater owners etc); corporate consumers 
of music (including television and advertising); and individual consumers of 
music related products. 

De Villiers (2006:17) discusses the complexity of the music industry, and 
identifies the music industry participants as originators (musicians and song
\\Titers); record companies (recording, manufacturing and distribution) pub
lishers (promotion and intellectual property managers); manufacturers (also 
including reproduction) and the delivery channels (broadcast, retail and en
tertainment). 

3.3.7.1 Record labels in South Africa 

The emphasis of this study is on independent artists30
. For the sake of hack

ground however, mention is made of some of main record labels that represent 
South African artists. 

The international labels operating in South Africa include SoNY B~VIG, 
UNIVERSAL (GALLO), Er-..JI and vVARNER (de \Vet, 2008:5).The locally based 
record labels that specifically focus on signing South African musicians include 
SHEER SOUND, Mou~TAIN RECORDS, AFRICAN DOPE, GHETTO RUFF, 
CCP RECORDS and SHIFTY RECORDS 31 (n.a., 2003). In the Afrikaans Pop 
genre MOZI RECORDS, JOHAN VORSTER SO)IGS and COLESKE ARTISTS 
are three of the influential labels that facilitate collaboration projects ·with 
their signed artists. Schoeman (2012:13) also mentions SELECT .\IUSIC and 
MARANATHA RECORD CorviPA~Y as labels that sign South African artists. 

3.3. 7.2 Festivals, collaboration concerts and other musical 
partnerships in South Africa 

Their are numerous arts- and music festivals that drmv on a net\:vork of creative 
partnerships in the South African industry (de \Vet, 2008:26). 

:Jo Artists not signed with a record label. 

:uShifty Records was established in 1983 by Lloyd Ross to record music that was being cen
sored for political reasons. SmrTY RECORDS was the home of artists like Koos Kombuis, 
Johannes Kerkorrcl and Bernoldus I\iemand. The:v formed the G EREFORMEERDE BLCES 

BAKD and caused political controversy with their national Voelvr·y tour in 1989 (de \Vet , 
2008:9). 
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South African arts festivals that include music in the design of their an
nua.l festival programming includes: The NATIO:'\AL ARTS FESTIVAL (Gra
hamstown, .June/ July), the KLEI:'\ KAROO :'\ASIONALE KUNSTEFEES (Oud
sthoorn, April), the \VooRDFEES (Stellenbosch, \larch) , IN:'\IEBOS (1\elspruit , 
.July), AARDKLOP (Potchefstroom, October), the Sl:IDOOSTERFEES (Cape 
Town, April/\lay) and the VRYSTAAT KU:'\STEFEES (Bloemfontein, July). 

Festivals that have music as their particular focus include: OPPIKOPPI 
(August) , RA::VIFEST (l\'Iarch) and ROCKING THE DAISIES (0ctober)32 . The 
annual Joy OF JAzz festival in .Johannesburg (September), CAPE TowN 
L\rTERNATIONAL .JAZZ FESTIVAL (l\Iarch) and STANDARD BA:'\K JAZZ FES
TIVAL (June/ July) in Grahamstmvn focuses on providing a platform for local 
and international jazz collaborations. The .J OHA:'\NESBl:RG INTER:'\ATIONAL 
MOZART FESTIVAL ( .JIMF) (.January/February) has a niche classical music 
focus. 

The popular Afrikaans is Groot concerts and compilation a.lbums:33 are an 
initiative of a joint venture bet>veen .TOHAN VORSTER SONGS and COLESKE 
ARTISTS (n.a .. 2011). Another popular genre-specific local collaboration ini
tiative is the annual Hu:isgenoot Skrmspel concerts and compilation albums. 

In the Afrikaans Gospel genre there is the H11isgenoot Gospel Skonspel. 
There have also been promotionally driven partnerships emerging more fre

quently between consumer brands and musicians. One of the consumer brands 
that have vwrked \Vith various local musicians in their advertising campaigns 
is the fast-food outlet KFC (Tsaagane, 2015). 

3.3. 7.3 Music Industry Associations and Bodies in South Africa 

The following organisations and bodies arc involved with music publishing and 
the regulatory functioning of the music industry in South Africa: SAMPRA 
(South African :\Iusic Performance Rights Assoeiation) " ... is a national non
guvernmental company limited by guarantee which represents copyrights of 
record companies that are members of the Recording Industry of South Africa 
(IliSAf . RiSA is also the agency for the International Federation of Phono
graphic Industries (IFPI) in South Africa, and is the organizer of the South 
African :\Iusic Awards (SATviA) (de \Vet, 2008:5). :rviUSA is a union for South 
African musieians. 

3.3. 7.4 Radio stations in South Africa 

According to d e \Vet (2008:30) radio stations remain key players in the promo
h em of music. Local musicians compete with international artists for play-list 
inclusion. Hence , ICASA (The Independent Communications Authority of 

:12These three festivals have mainly the Ror:k, Alternative, and occasional Folk genres rep
resented on their programme line-ups. 

:
3
:
31\Iorc than 300 000 albums sold (n.a. , 2011). 
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South Africa) have implemented quotas to ensure that local music gets in
cluded on public, commercial, community and subscription broadcasters play
lists. In the ICASA Draft South African Television Content Regulations of 
18 .June 2015 (ICASA, 2015:44) the following minimum airplay quotas for lo
cal content on South African radio stations ·were accepted by the Authority: 
Community Radio: 80 percent, Public :Radio: 70 percent, Commercial Radio: 
35 percent and Subscription Radio: 30 percent. 

South African public radio stations are formatted according to different 
genres (n.a., 2015/). The onus is on the independent musician to get their 
music noticed by the play-list committees who decide on the compilation of 
the music played by the radio stations. 

3.3.8 Cost Structure 

The music indus try used to he characterized by high market entry costs and 
distribution channel scarcity (Graham et al., 2004:1095). This is no longer 
necessarily the case. The increased availability of user-friendly technology 
has significantly decreased the cost of recording an album should musicians 
choose to do it themselves. Distribution channel scarcity has been significantly 
lmvered by the ease of online distribution options. 

The costs associated with recording an album ina. studio are still manifold. 
It includes production costs (studio hiring, producer fees, session musician fees 
etc), marketing costs , legal fees etc. (Bockstedt et al., 2006:27). According 
to Schoeman (2012:3). it can cost more than R50 000 for the recording and 
branding of a commercially viable physical album. She identifies the following 
cost items for recording a professional album: 

1. Hiring a studio and sound engineer 

2. Paying session musicians 

3. Design of marketing collateral (photos, graphics, website design etc.) 

4. Barcode fees:H 

5. Printing costs 

6. Licenses 

7. ~via.rketing expenses35 

:Hrn order to be sold in stores, all products need to display a unique barcode that can be 
bought from various online distributors, coordinated by the international company, GSl 
(Van .Jaarsvcld, 2015) . 

:15de Wet (2008:28) identifies the follmving marketing activities: traditional advertising, pub
licity, attending trade shmvs and conferences, live performances to advertise and album, 
internet presence, merchandising, radio airtime, TV airtime, promotions and fan clubs . 
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In a crmvd-funding campaign launched by Hcinh \Vinckler on THU:'\DA
FUND, he states the follmving as costs items to be covered by the projected 
budget (R500 000) (\;\lincklcr, 2015) for the recording and launch of his new 
independent album: Album production costs (between IU2 000 and IUS 
000 per track): Producer fee (arrange, record, edit, mix, studio time), Ses
sion musicians fees, mastering of album. Album marketing costs: Album 
photo-shoot, album cover design, music video for first single (storyboard, shoot 
days, labour, location cost , editing) , TV ads, radio ads, social media campaign, 
publicity. 

3.4 Chapter Conclusion 

From the literature is it e·vident that there are various theoretical perspectives 
that could inform the development of a BuSINESS l\IcmEL CA:'\VAS framework 
for independent South African musicians. 

Customer Segments can be identified by using a combination of the 
LSTvi approach and other segmentation bases. The Happy Fe11· .scenario pro
vides insight for developing Value Propositions for independent musicians. 
A virtual supply chain approach helps independent musicians understand their 
Channels strategy. Consumer spending on live performances has the biggest 
growth trend projection. Building Customer Relationships at shows and 
through social media arc important public relations and personal selling tac
tics. Various possible Revenue Streams can be explored by independent 
musicians. Li-ve performance is highlighted as the most significant. Key 
Activities for independent musicians indude both creative and non-creative 
tasks. The concept of industry networking is important in identifying the Key 
Partners of independent musicians. Album production and album marketing 
costs need to be included in the Cost Structure of independent musicians. 

These insights gained from the literature rcvic·vv provide a. theoretical con
text for the development of the case studies in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Case studies: Independent South 
African musicians reflect on their 
BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS 

'~lthough South Africa may not have a host of morn-and-pop Tecord 
stores dotted aTonnd the co'untry keeping that 'independent spird 
alive, it is still flourishing in small communities that exist around 
local bands: at live music venues and on the internet." 

Lloyd Gedye (Mail and Guardian) , 2011 

THIS chapter presents eight case studies developed from secondary data 
gathered through websites and primary data gathered through intervie·ws. 

The interviews were conducted through Qua.ltries-gencratcd online question
naires, email questionnaires and personal interviews. These ca.se studies arc 
discussed to explore how eight commercially active South African independent 
artists or -bands frorn different music genres currently vievv their B "CSI:\"ESS 
Tv'IODEL CANVAS. 

The intervie\v data is also used to develop the combined I3"CSI:\"ESS ~IODEL 
CA:\"VAS themes in Chapter Five of this study. 

The intervie\vees \Vere given the opportunity to state if they preferred to 
he quoted anonymously. All intervicvvces agreed with signed consent forms to 
the disdosnre of their names for the purpose of this study. 1 

1 l\"one of the quotes, comments or insights from the interviev•s may be used out of the 
context. of this current study. 
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4.1 Case study one: Kaleidoskoop 

SAMRO genre: Contemporary Music- Afrikaans. Data collection: Qualtries 
interview supplemented by email with Anique .Tordaan, singer and member of 
SAIVJA-winning Afrikaan~ duo f\ALF:TDOSKOOP on '27 \!fay 20.15. 

Figure 4.1: Kalcido;:;koop 

4.1.1 Background 

The rw·),rket. for r.he Afi-ikaans Contemporary genre in South Afi-ica has growu 
signifleant.ly over the past Lwo dceades (de Wet, 2008:a). Within Lhc Afrikaans 
market a wide spectrum of musical genres arc expressed. KALEIDOSKOOP 

refer to t hernselves as an A frikaan~ rnu~ic group that cornpo~es music from 
a positive yet realistic: world view. They wa.nt 1.0 eonvcy a message of hope. 
They describe their music as ':colorful vocal harmonics accompanied with poly
rhythmic aeou~tic in~tnnnent~''. Their brand identity could be described as 
v-intf1.ge. Their live shows reflect. r.heir rinta.gf! hraud i(lentity through the use 
of decor and stage set.-up n.a. (201fic). 
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The group members have changed a few times since the band started for
ma.lly in 2006. They originally evolved from the Stellenbosch University mens 
serenade group 4 OAKS. Currently KALEIDOSKOOP is made up of .Jouba. .Jor
daan (full-time since 2006), Anique Jordaan (full-time since 2009) and Jason 
Ferreira (permanent session musician since 2014). Their current home-base is 
Pretoria after relocating from Stellenbosch in 2012. They do regular national 
tours and play at venues and festivals across the country. 

KALEIDOSKOOP recorded and released an album in 2007 called Bladwisse
lend. It was only for sale at their live shmvs. Their second more commercial 
album Platsak was recorded in 2009 at S-cNSET STUDIOS and released in 2010. 
The third album Vars Uitgekerf was released in 2012. During that year it was 
nominated for numerous a>vards. These nominations included tvvo Ghoema8, 
and Hni8genoot Tempo nominations for Best 1\ evvcomer and Best Contempo
rary Adult Album of the Year. It \Von the I3est Contemporary Adult Album 
of the Year in 2012. The albums were produced by I3en Ludik, \vho \Vas a 
part-time member of the band. 

The~y recently launched their Acoush:c Covers album. It is a. DVD/CD 
combination containing the reworked versions of popular cover songs that they 
play during their live sets. 

4.1.2 Primary data discussion: Business Model Canvas 
insights from email interview 

Over the past few years KALEIDOSKOOP has put in a. lot of effort to develop a 
personal connection with their audiences around the country .Jorda.a.n (2015). 
Originally from Stcllenbosch, the band started in a town where live music is 
very much part of the student culture. Their vintage brand identity and story
telling approach to song-writing resonates with a target market that connects 
with being South African, perhaps in a nostalgic: sense as well. In terms of 
demographics they describe their Customer Segment as "Afrikaans young 
\Vorking, earning a salary, aged 20-45". 

The importance of storytelling through their music , worth noting as part 
of their Value Proposition creation, is highlighted when (.Jordaan, 2015) 
notes that their target market arc " ... people 'vho understand and appreciate 
the stories and lyrics behind the musid'. To further support the development 
of their Value Proposition (Jordaan, 2015) specifies that the experience 
created for audiences at their live shmvs is an important reason vvhy people 
buy their music: "If they attend a shmv they are likely to buy the music from 
us after the show. Their motivation would be to take a piece of the experience 
home with them." 

The Channels for distributing their albums is primarily sales at shows. 
They also sell their albums on rTUNES and CD BAI3Y. They have a dis
tribution deal with KAXADA IlECORDS for small music: stores in Gauteng. 
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One of their unique \vays of building Customer Relationships is that they 
personally post albums to people who order via. their \vebsite. Their album 
packaging is designed uniquely according to their brand identity and adds to 
the customer experience. 

\Vhen it comes to maintaining Customer Relationships, live shows are 
the key connection point: "\Ve like to see ourselves as part of the audience, 
learning from them, respecting them as \Vell as making nevv friends." \Vhen 
they tour they prefer to stay \Vith either the organisers of the event or ·with 
friends rather than in a guest house or hotel. Their emphasis is on connecting 
with people on every level: "Our music, lyrics and story-telling in between 
songs allow us to climb into their hearts and minds. They become friends 
because they relate to the songs and we find they are comfortable approaching 
us. \Ve like to listen to their stories. This is very important because then they 
feel appreciated. Especially if \Ve remember their names at the next show" 
.Tordaan (2015). In terms of social media they target FACEBOOK posts for the 
specific regions \vhere their shows will be held: "\Ve always direct the posts at a 
target group, like the town we play in, to not irritate the rest of our followers". 
They also usc INSTAGRAl'vi and \VHATSAPP. 

In terms of their Revenue Streams mention is made that it has shifted 
from album sales to increased ticket sales and gig fees. 

For Key Resources the most important mentions ·were money, contacts 
and time. It is also notevwrthy that "rest" is discussed as a resource: ":tv!ost 
importantly to be creative ·we need to s·witch off and clear our heads" Jordaan 
(2015). Recording equipment ("to play around in for the pre-production of 
an album'') , laptops, cell phones, merchandise and decor is also highlighted. 
(.Jordaan, 2015) also lists: designer of the cover, proofreaders for the book
let, copyright licenses, photographer, product manufacturers and CD printing 
company. A producer and session musicians is discussed under resources, and 
mentioned again ·with the discussion of Key Partners. 

In discussing Key Activities related to being an independent musician 
(Jordaan, 2015) notes: "marketing, gigging, marketing, gigging l ... J sometimes 
for free''. She stresses that their is no recipe for success, and that to remember 
contacts is important. 

\Vith Key Partners her first response reflects their faith-based worldview: 
':\Vork with God, because then their is always hope." She highlights that 
good relationships bet:ween band members ensures sustainability. She again 
mentions producer and studio engineer: " ... someone whose ability, style and 
intuition you trust." Sound engineers at live shuws who preferably know their 
music is seen as important. The media is mentioned as a key partner for 
publicity purposes. Brand designers arc also highlighted. 

\Vhcn asked about their Cost Structure (.Jordaan, 2015) lists the follow
ing expenses: Rent, ccllphones, insurance, card-machines, petrol, maintenance, 
food, instruments, clothing, decor, session musicians, marketing, recording, 
production costs, website, medical expenses, posters, postage, venue hiring, 
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sound hiring, toll, stationary, tools for decor building, lighting. 

Key interview insights: The experience created at live shows is the best 
marketing tool for an album. Customer relationships are built by staying in 
the homes of festival or event organizers in-stead of booking expensive ac
eommodation. Intentionally remembering names of audienee members builds 
relationship. Their brand is developed through a vintage brand identity and 
nostalgic storytelling. 

4.2 Case study two: Khan Morbee, The Par

lotones 

SAMA genre: Rock; Pop; Adult Contemporary English; Alternative. Data 
collection: Personal interview \vith Khan Morbee, solo artist and lead-singer 
and songwriter of SAlVIA-winning band THE PARLOTONES on 24 June 2015. 

Figure 4.2: Khan :Yiorbee solo album- SALT 

4.2.1 Background 

Khan Morbee released his first solo album SALT as an independent artist in 
2015. It was produced by Brendan Jury and recorded at THE LIGHT PALACE 
in Johannesburg. The album was funded through a suecessful crowd-funding 
campaign on the THUNDAFUND platform. The campa.ign ran from 15 Decem
ber 2014 until 27 .January 2015 and raised R223 152 :\r1orbcc (2015). 

Khan continues to also be the lead singer of the South African Rock/ Pop 
band THE PARLOTONES formed as a four-piece band in 1999. The other 
members are Neil Pauw, Glen Hodgson and Paul Hodgson. The band has seven 
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platinum studio albums to their name. They 'NOll SAJvlAs for Best Hock Album 
in 2006 (RADIOCO~TROLLEDROBOT)and 2007 (STARDUH GALAXIES). They 
have done numerous international tours: sharing the stage \Vith bands like THE 
CUH..~<;, Klf\GS OF L~<Xl'J: COLDI'LAY and SNow· PATHOL rut. (2015a,). 

Towards the end of 2014 media coverage emerged that highlighted a dispute 
bcnvccn the band aml tl1eir former manager and record label over t.l1e payment 
of royalti!~S awl th(~ rnvnership of iHtell(~ctnal wopmty ::'-l' aik f1 A jam (2014). 
Tlwy have subsequently gone independent. The band members currently share 
Lhe business- and market.ing responsihllit.ies. 

Figure 4.3: The Parloroncs 

4.2.2 Primary data discussion: Business Model Canvas 
insights from personal interview 

Khan f\Iorbee has been the lead-Hinger and songviTiter of THE PAn.LOTO~ES 
for more than 10 years. At the time of the interview his solo career was only a 
few months old. ln terms of the insights into the .1:3 CSII\ESS l'vlODEL CAI\VAS 

this discussion incorporates both his experiences \vith the band and as a solo 
independent <utist. 

\Vhen discussing the Customer Segments his initial response was that 
he \vrites tnusic f(:>r l1imself. There seems to not be a target tnarkrt i11 mi11d in 
th(~ c:n~atiou process: "I snbscrib!~ to t.lw model that before I am a so11g writer 
or a music:ian I am a fan of music:: and obviously the stuff that applies to me 
most probably appliP-s Lo millions of ot.h~rs. You a.rP- a product. of what you 
consume. So when iL comes to the writing process whatever pours out of me 
is a result. of 'vhatever I have absorbed. I assume that means that people will 
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hopefully like ·what I create. In a nutshell, I make music for mysclC \Vhen 
asked if there is an audience demographic that they intentionally try to reach 
\vith their music, he commented "certainly, I have never been that scientific 
about it." He did mention that they observe that mothers buy their albums 
and bring their families to the shows: :'\Vhich means vve end up being a family 
band.'' In terms of radio exposure he mentioned that they currently get more 
airplay from regional stations like KF::vi, JACARANDA and HIGHVELD STEREO. 
It used to be FIVEF!VI. Later on in the intervievv he alludes to finding a tribe: 
"they speak a lot in the new marketing realm about focusing on a tribe. And 
I think that is where music is moving.'' 

The Value Proposition that he described connects with the music it
self: '1 think the core of vvhat I write about is the human journey and its not 
necessarily my own journey. It is an observation of the experiences we all go 
through. I think to an extent that connects with people. It is the soundtracks 
of their lives and the songs they can attach to moments and feelings and expe
riences that they go through.'' He mentioned their respect for and connection 
with their fans as a Value Proposition driver. He connected that vvith the 
process of building Customer Relationships at shmvs and through social 
media. 

In terms of Channels radio is mentioned as the most effective way to gain 
exposure for music: "People come to a show or buy it (the music) because of 
familiarit:y. They have listened to it (on radio) and they vva.nt to hear that 
version live." He also mentioned CD stores, the digital world and the stream
ing realm. For online distribution the aggregator he prefers is DISTROKID. 
:\Icntion is also made of TUNECALL. 

The main Revenue Stream for them is live shows: "The other aspects 
like merchandise and CD sales is all periphery. Ultimately your music is really 
just like a business card. Yes, it adds a little bit but the premise is the 
show and those (albums and merchandise) become impulse buys. They are 
like chocolates at the supermarket." A live experience cannot be duplicated. 
Therein lies the value and the only apparent notevvorthy revenue stream. 

The Key Resources mentioned include instruments. technology, money 
and partnerships with people vvho arc invested in the production process. He 
discussed how the relationship between artists and record labels work related 
to providing resources. 

Their Key Partners include sound engineers and producers. THE PAR
LOTOXES work mainly with Theo Crouse. For the solo album he worked with 
13rendan Jury. The press is mentioned as a partner. He does however note that 
the press seems to be more interested in sensationalism than in the celebration 
of success. 

The band partners with corporate sponsors for tours and music video 
projects. He explained why they prefer to not have exclusive deals with par
ticular booking agents. They remunerate people on a project basis and prefer 
paying their business manager a retainer. They do not \VOrk on the traditional 
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percentage base where everyone involved takes a cut of the bands income. The 
band handles their marketing and logistics between the four of them. They hire 
in administrative help ·when they need it. He also mentions "a good lcnvyer;' 
as a key partner. 

The Key Activities are focused on creating the best song: :'The song is 
king. So vve need to do whatever we can do collectively or whatever to ensure 
that ·we get the best version of the song out in alignment vvith our capabilities 
at the time. So create, create~ create.;) He also mentioned rehearsing, un
derstanding the music business and networking with other bands (mentioning 
PRil'viE CIRCLE) to learn from them. 

The Cost Structure includes paying for marketing; PR; live sho-w produc
tion costs; merchandise stock; sound-man and "roadies" (touring crew). They 
work with producers vvho are financially invested in the album. They approach 
sponsors by providing product placements opportunities in their music videos. 

Key insights: The way that the financial relationship between artists and 
record labels is traditionall~y structured seems to not be in the artists; favor. 
}Iusic:ian or hands like THE PARLOTOXES who used to be signed to a label 
\vill rather hire people to do marketing and administrative services for them 
on a project-per-project bases than be indebted to a record label financially. 

4.3 Case study three: Josh Prinsloo, The Fruit 
Vendor; Brother and Brother 

SAMA genre: Alternative; .Ja:,;z; Rap. Data collection: Personal interview 
\Vith Josh Prinsloo from THE FRUT VENDOR and I3ROTHER A:\"D I3ROTHER 
on 1 July 2015. 

4.3.1 Background 

.Josh Prinsloo performs as solo artist under the name FRUIT VENDOR. He 
describes himself as a "melodic alternative hip hop/ folk artist from the hinter
land of the Cape Tovvn music scene in Stcllcnbosch.'; He regularly performs 
at South African music festivals and at various venues in Cape Town. In 2014 
he won a competition to be part of the opening line-up of the CAPE To\VN 
FOLK ~N ACOUSTIC FESTIVAL at the BAXTER THEATER. He performed as 
part of the 2015 line-up. 

Josh also performs as singer and keyboard player with the band 13ROTHER 
AND BROTHER. The other members arc Adrian Rogmvski (guitars), David 
Dos Santos (drums and pcreussion) and l'vlark Ellis (bass). They have played 
at numerous music venues aeross Cape Town, as well a.."i at RA:'viFEST. 

In addition to being a full-time musician, Josh is a graphic designer with 
a degree in drama and a post graduate diploma in marketing. 
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Figure 4.4: Jo~h Prin,;loo 

4.3.2 Primary data discussion: Business Model Canvas 
in:sight:s 

Josh .Prinsloo is lhc singer and songwrilcr for the band lllt<Yl'HEU ASD liHOTHEH. 

He has a solo projc~r.t called l·"f·llJt· VI·;_\DOI{. 'l'hc inten·ic~w ineludcd BUSI

:-lESS :\I 0 DEL C ASVAS im;ighls from lJo l.h Lhe1<<' ini l.iaLi veli. 
For boLh the projects hr. refers to the age of the audience when asked who 

the Cust.on1er Segments arc: ''Within the age bratket of thirteen w thirty". 
H~ also refen; t.o t.ht-> race demographic: '·\Vith BROTHER ASD BROTIIEH Wt-> 

found thai non-whiw people respond bcuer \.o the music. They love iL We 
think if we speeifieally targeted a non-white demographic:. we will probably p;et 
further tban if w~ st11yed in the st.ndem St.ell~nbosch :;ceut->, which is pr~clomi
nanUy white." 

The Value Proposition diseus!>ed foeuscxl on the eclectic nature of their 
music·: ''I always had t.h~ clesin! t.o c:re11t-t-> ·work tl111t. c-ombines seemingly dis
parate mu~ieal clemcul-s thai. almo~L jumps you from lK·himL \Ve always get 
good fc~ed bac:.k for the rap clc.~ment, but alr;.o in wrm;; of the genres, there.• i;; 
a lot. of c:ross pollinn.tion h11ppeuing.'' He Tllt->lLt.ioned ''11 fr~sh unique ~ourtcl'' 
as \.heir unique ~elli11g proposition. He notetl \,he value of being alJle to \,a.ke 
creative control of the music production: "'It ir;. like the rule is coming to play 
wit.h imlep~ndent. artiHtry wh~re it is not HLL nmc:h th11t. ther~ iH 11 h11rri~r to 
emry, hut. \.hal. \.hPre are no b<'l.rrier::: LO entry anymore. In onler l.n cut. through 
reuJ urt is going to take a step up and poor art is going to step down." 

The Channels that. t.hc~~' nse :m~ mainly ~<oc:ia.l media. plat.fonns (nwn
l.ioning SorNDCLOCD) Ln g<'l.in PxpOiHtre l(Jr \.hP :liugle:l !.lmt \.hey relPase. HF> 
mentioned that they are working towards having physical albums to r;.ell at 
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Figure 4.5: Brother and Brother Ramfe~t Po:;;ter 

shmvs: "You eau earn up to proba,hly aJwut. double the amouut than ·what you 
get paid for lhe gig just through impulse purehases. Just because people wa.nt. 
capture Lhe experience, they \vanl to take Lhe experience horne." 

Customer Relationships are built at intimate shmvs: "\Vith FrrciT 
VEI\DOR T find that playing the smaller events to a loyal cruwd ... has re
ally helped me.'' He mentioned the culture of independent. artists who support. 
each other at regular gigs: "I find that there is a small group of independent 
a.rtists at this pa.rticnlar event where the cnltnrc is changing. Less from a kind 
of consumption perspective a.nd more to a kind of rdationship dynarnic that 
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is emerging. That kind of realness that exists in a smaller environment ·where 
they support one another." He voiced a disillusionment with social media plat
forms like FACEI300K. TvVITTER and YoL"TUI3E because it seems like onl~y 
paid promotions get featured on IWWS feeds. \Vhen he plays a more intimate 
gig he phones people to personally tell them about it. 

His main Revenue Streams are gigs and merchandise. He also mentioned 
the potential ohvriting for advertising and earning royalties from music played 
in TV shmvs or movies. 

The Key Resources arc time, money and gear. Also internet access , 
computers, audio interfaces, microphones, condenser mics and a mudguard. 
He mentioned instruments, amps and highlighted marketing: "I think one of 
the most important resources is marketing. It (commercial music success) is 
such a hype thing." 

The Key Activities are primarily related to making music: "You have to 
do music. It is something you have to obsess about. You have to commit to it." 
He noted that it useful to explore other related endeavors like owning a studio 
and recording other musicians. Learning about business is mentioned as a key 
activity: "I think if musicians did more to cmpmvcr themselves and not only 
expect something magical to happen there would be more of an independent 
music ecosystem as opposed to this big difference between independent musi
cians and label corporations. As an independent artist I try to do everything 
m:yself." He mentioned being knovvledgeable about how the music industry 
\Vorks as way for musicians to protect themselves: "There is a lot of tricking 
going on. It is because artists traditionally do not knmv vvhat is going on) 
and they get tricked.'' Getting help ·with developing proper business plan and 
setting up partnerships accordingly is mentioned as key activities. 

Key Partners are the public, a network of creative collaborators and the 
media (with special mention to content managers and play list selectors at 
radio stations) . They produce their mvn music: 'If you can afford a producer 
by all means, but it is not necessary, especially if you have studied stuff for a 
long time and you know what works for you." Tim Lengfeld helps \vith the 
mastering of their tracks. They work with session musicians , a web designer 
and sec the need for an accountant. 

The discussion of the Cost Structure included paying for gear , instru
ments and traveling. :'If you play at OPPIKOPPIE you will have to get a tent.) ' 
They hire rehearsal space (at TL"NES in Stellenbosch), and pre-produce tracks 
themselves to save money on studio time needed when recording. 

Key insights: Independent musicians have to intentionally equip them
selves with business and marketing skills as a necessary investment into their 
professional careers. 
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4.4 Case study four: Bottomless Coffee Band 

SAMA genre: Adu It Contemporary. Data collection: Personal interview 
with Lourens and Este Tlabe from nottornl~s.:; Co.ffe.e nand Oil 2:3 .July 20'15. 

Figure 4.6: nottornle;:;::; Coff<x~ nand 

4.4.1 Background 

130TTO~dLESS COFFEE 13Al'\D i~ hu~band-and-wife duo Lourcm; and c~te Rabe. 
The band has been perf()rming professionally sinee 2010. It has been a. full
time voeation for Este, who studied Drama. Lourens resigned his job in the 
financial industry to also bec:omc a full-time musician in 2010. They arc both 
voeaJi~t.s and play sE>veral instrument~ between the \.wo of them dming their 
live ~ets. This makes them sound rn<m~ like <). fnll band than a duo. They refer 
t.o their musie as "gourmet musk)); a.nd t.he genre as a eombina.t.io11 of"aeoustie 
folk and afro-blues'' n .a. ( 20l5b). 

They launched their debut album Roo:.vr WITII i\ VIEW in 20H. It wa::; 
recorded a.t IIERITAGE Soc::-.rD in Cape Town by 13rendyn Ro~::;ouw, mixed 
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the members 

Vocaii iFoo!OrurT-. IBarfo l~ 
Acou:lticandEleoctricQ ...... 

Figure 4. 7: Bottomless Coffee Band instruments 

by Ben Lndik. \Vith live video recordings by Andre van :-Jiekerk and Conrad 
Kriel n.a. (2015b). 

4.4.2 Primary data discussion: Business Model Canvas 
insights 

The interview vvas conducted \Vith Laurens and Este Rabe. Their I3"CSINESS 

l'v'IODEL CANVAS insights are discussed as a combined BOTTOIVILESS COFFEE 

BAKD response. 
They included both the Afrikaans and English market s in their Customer 

Segments description, and stated an age bracket of tvventy-five to sixty. They 
see the corporate market as a separate segment: "Our client base might be 
anything from corporate companies for functions to people getting married. 
All those kinds of functions and events are also part of our target market." 
Their online marketing efforts are aimed at a younger market and " ... the word
of-mouth stuff is pitched for the professional, maybe a bit older market." 

Their Value Proposition is primarily baBed on the diversity of their nm
sica.lity. They play ten instruments between the two of them: "\Ve \Vant to 
sound like a four-piece band. That is definitely a value-add in terms of enter
tainrnent. People enjoy watching all tlw different instruments being played.~' 

They find that audiences like that they arc married. This adds to the enter
tainment value of their live performances: "People ahvays say there is just so 
much chemistry between you, and we go yes, it is because we are husband 
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and \vifc." They \vritc music that refers back to the styles used by .Johnn~y 
Cash and Bob Dylan. They strive for excellence in the \vay they do business: 
"Professionalism and attention to details for us is absolutely key.'' 

\Vhen it comes to the distribution of their music they are designing new 
Channels: :'\Ve want to start our ovvn network of distribution which we are 
\VOrking on, especially to roll out with the next album.') Their music is available 
online through ITl.:NESl but they believe that people are going back to "slmv 
living": "1viusic is a lifestyle brand) so you \Vant to meet the people where they 
arc in terms of their lifestyles. So it is important to think that route in terms 
of music distribution." They sell their albums at shows too. 

Customer Relationships arc built intentionally at shows: "The only 
time that you really can connect with someone face-to-face is before or after 
or during a slww. Otherwise its only a name on a screen if it is on FACEBOOK 

or vvhatever.'' They make a point of replying to every comment received on 
social media too. 

Their main Revenue Stream is live shows. They see themselves as service 
providers in that sense: "Basically be a product that people hire for an event. 
That is our biggest income." They do not shy mvay from playing at weddings 
since it is a steady and relatively easy stream of income. CD sales at shows 
are a supplementary stream. They view the pursuit of physical retail sales as 
a waste of effort. They sell through ITT.:NES and use an online aggregator to 
distribute their music through other online platforms as well: "As an artist you 
should have all things set up to vwrk in your favor because this month this is 
\Vorking very \Vell, and that month this is coming through. Some things you 
just have to do for ercdibility." 

Their Key Resources include laptops, internet aeccss, soeial media con
nections, a reliable vehicle and a platform to connect with other artists . '1 think 
there is a great need for a bit of an artist platform where you can just share 
ideas without people looking over your shoulder and without spoiling your 
trade. '' Quality instruments and relationships with music stores are viewed as 
key resources as \Vell. 

They value !TUXES as one of their Key Partners. Other partners indudc 
designers, producers , event managers and venue coordinators. 'It 's a vcr~y 

interesting industry to be in at the moment. There is so much changing, so 
much stuff being digitized. Ultimately, it does empower the artist.') 

Their Key Activities relate to making music and doing administration 
(Invoicing, sending tech-riders , managing logistics, branding, business cards, 
\vebsites etc. ) . ':You have to constantly inspire yourselffor everything, but that 
is so precious because you become a diverse type of person and an interesting 
human being. And a. multi-taskcr." 

In terms of their Cost Structure they said that their expenses arc the 
same as anyone else: 'You have to make money to pay your rent, buy food, 
everything." From a company perspective they highlight marketing, traveling 
costs , instrument maintenance, stationary expenses and \vardrobe: :'\Ve have 
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to have our gig outfits ready. You go through a little more trouble with your 
hair, and you buy proper make-up because it has to look fine on stage." Mak
ing an album is set at a cost of between fUOO 000 and R200 000: "\Vhen you 
are independent and it is your first one, you have no guarantee that you are 
going to make that back." They sec the production of a. professional album a..s a 
necessity to build credibility in the industry, and as a basic marketing expense. 

Key insight: Selling albums on ITL'NES and other digital platforms are 
necessary to give credibility to the band as a brand, but not necessarily seen 
as a main source of incOine. Investing up to R200 000 to record a full album 
is seen as a. necessary marketing costs and not just as product manufacturing. 

4.5 Case study five: Gert Besselsen, Mr. Cat 

and the Jackal 

SAMA genre: Alternative. Data collection: Email interview with Gert 
Besselsen from rviR. CAT AND THE JACKAL, TALES\VAPPER and THE CHA:VI
PIO.\"S OF THE SO.\"ARVERSE on 23 July 2015. 

Figure 4.8: Mr. Cat and the Jackal 

4.5.1 Background 

Gert. Besselsen is involved in various musical endeavors. MR. CAT AND THE 
JACKAL formed in 2006 as a five-piece band vvho initially focused on writing 
music for stage productions. They refer to their genre as "experimental folk 
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music \vith a. circus of sounds coming from foreign and handmade instruments'' 
n.a.. (2015e). Their first album THE:VIES AND VARIATIONS was launched in 
2007, and the second album SI:\"S A:\"D SIREN SONGS in 2011. Their third 
album title S3T plays on the name of Seth, a Biblical and mythological figure. 
It was launched in 2014. They have been referred to in the media as ''the 
\veirdest band in the countr:y') Owen (2014). They can perform as a five-, four
) three- or two-piece band) depending on the requirements of the event and 
venue. 

He also performs with TALES\VAPPER, which he refers to as a "dark blues 
trio, very slow music". His other involvement is with D.J I:\"VIZAI3LES THE 
CHAI\IPIO:\"S OF THE SONARVERSE, which he calls "an elaborate Sci-fi elec
tronic: rock opera". They focus on performing at festivals around the country. 
By his own admission, it is not a very profitable endeavor. 

4.5.2 Primary data discussion: Business Model Canvas 
insights 

The BuSINESS l'vicmEL CANVAS discussion with Gcrt Bcsselssen applies to the 
various projects that he is involved \vith. \Vhere a distinction is made between 
them it is noted. 

Customer Segments are described demographically using age as the 
identifier: ''People between the age of sixteen to sixty-five.;) 

For the Value Proposition he highlighted the entertainment value of their 
live performances: "\Vc get booked because we entertain people. For a little 
while we make them smile or confused or whatever, but they forget a little bit 
about everything else.'' 

They use rTU:\"ES as the main online Channel, uploading the tracks through 
PAYPAL. They sell physical albums at their slwws, and distribute through in
dependent music stores like :\!ARC ·VINYL in Cape Town. 

Intentional Customer Relationships are built through social media. 
They have a content strategy that includes producing short YouTUBE clips 
and thcmcd photo-shoots for FACEI300K to break through the social media 
clutter '\Vith interesting content: "Yon have to somehow make your product 
more intriguing than others. They want to sec something they do not neces
sarily see anywhere else, both at the live show and on the web." Their quirky 
social media content is aligned with their live performance image. The show 
is seen as the main place to build relationships \vith fans. 

In terms of Revenue Streams live shmvs are emphasized. They adapt 
the number of people on stage and the gig fee according to the requirements 
of the venue or function that wants to book them. They supplement their 
revenue streams by being involved with studio work. The~y do soundtra.cks for 
movies, theater, television and film. 
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Their Key Resources are stipulated as instruments, a tour van, a. studio 
or proper recording equipment, rehearsal space, internet and devices to do 
social media on, an investor and time. 

He sees making mut~ic at~ the most important Key Activity: "I feel that if 
you want to rnake a living out of music you have to focus on only making music 
as rnuch as possible." This includes working on new music and getting to know 
the industry. He mentioned nehvorking, booking shmvs and management. 

The Key Partners mentioned arc fellow mut~ician and bancb for potential 
collaborations, venue owners, festival organizers and booking agents. 

The Cost Structure relates primarily to rehearsals and shows: "Fuel to 
get to rehearsals and shows. Beer to drink at rehearsal and shows. Your in
strument to play at rehearsal and show. And keeping that instrument playing. 
Strings for guitars, sticks and skins for drums, reeds for sax. Oh, and food and 
rent." 

Key insights: Independent mus1c1ans must sec each other as potential 
partners and not as competition . Collaborations and networks add value. 
Performance income is supplemented by working on soundtracks for movies, 
theater and television etc. 

4.6 Case study six: Gerald Clark 

SAMA genre: TI.ock; Alternative; Adult Contemporary (English). Data 
collection: Personal interview with solo artist Gerald Clark on 24 July 2015. 

Figure 4.9: Gerald Clark 
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4.6.1 Background 

Gerald Clark has made a name for himself as a multi-instrumentalist \vho 
puts on a energetic solo shuw. He regularly performs at festivals and venues 
around the country. .ivlost recently he vvas part of the 2015 OPPIKOPPI line
up, performing ·with Albert Frost, Luna Paige and others. He is primarily 
anchored in the blues genre. but also has an Afrikaans album Sweepslag that 
\vas nominated for a SA~'viA in 2009 for the Best Alternative Afrikaans album. 
He released BLACK \VATER in 2012, and is currently promoting the launch of 
his latest album AFRO-BOER AND THE GOLDEN GOOSE n.a. (2015d). 

4.6.2 Primary data discussion: Business Model Canvas 
insights 

Gerald Clark described his Customer Segments in a psychographic way: "I 
\von't be able to tell you a specific target market , but it would be more the 
enlightened person. :More of an affluent person, with a bit more ambition then 
the rest." He mentioned a positive response from diverse audiences, also ·with 
his international tours to America and the Czech Republic. 

He ascribed his main Value Proposition to the honesty of his music: "A 
kind of a. real honesty. If you come to my shmvs you \Vill see that I do not 
just smile, I suffer. I have suffered for a. lot of those songs." He discussed the 
importance of being authentic in the pursuit of inspiration, and to portray that 
authenticity through the music and on social media: "Kext week I am going 
to gig in Springbok. I am going to camp next to the Orange !liver on my mvn 
and do a full moon mountain bike ride on my own. These things connect ·with 
people like me." 

The Channels a.re primarily live shmvs. He mentioned that he sometimes 
plays seven shows per \Veek. He does gigs a.t weddings, private house parties, 
pubs, theaters and festivals. He docs have physical albums for sale at his 
shows, but not in retail stores: "It is a \vaste of time. You also do not get as 
much.'' 

To build Customer Relationships he connects with people on social 
media: ''I am quite active on social media. I a.m \rery mvare. I post at certain 
times of da.y to certain kinds of platforms." He intentionally connects with 
people who share his outdoor and adventure lifestyle: "I actually put aside 
some time. If I see people liking it on INSTAGRAr>vi or T\VITTER I engage 
with a conversation. I form personal relationships, actually. Cool people. :\Iy 
kind of people. That was what I was saying at the beginning with the target 
market. It is people who like horses and to mountain bike on their own. "Ek 
het 'n rnoeT8e klornp vTiende':. So I try and engage ·with those people. I do not 
really do it just for music." 

His main Revenue Streams a.re shows a.nd CD sales a.t shmvs. He said 
that the income from digital sales is negligent as a revenue stream but nee-
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cssary as a means of online exposure . He has also done tracks for television 
ad vertiscments. 

His Key Resources indude guitars, a car, a venue and an audience: "To 
make a living; to get to ·where I am rww; you need a lot of experience and a 
lot of contacts.;' He also mentioned a studio to record at, internet access and 
an active gig circuit. 

Traveling is included as one of the Key Activities. He described the 
manual labor involved ·with setting up his uwn PA system at his solo shuws: 
"Carrying speakers suck. You have to be strong like bull." 

The Key Partners mentioned included Tim Rankin for recordings. He 
also mentioned Schalk van dcr :'vlcnvc who is part of his regular band the 
DEAD ME:\'. His girlfriend assists vvith his digital marketing strategy. He 
is developing a unique gigging circuit in smaller towns across South Africa: 
"There are a lot of venues at the moment in small towns \vhich I am very 
excited about. Reitz, Clarence, Bethlehem; ~e\v Bethesda. They all have 
these small theaters and there are a lot of younger people going into smaller 
towns nowada~ys." 

This results in traveling expenses forming a big part of the Cost Struc
ture. Guitar strings; and fixing the PA system and guitars after gigs. He 
pays to boost FACEBOOK posts: ':l'v1arketing, gear and transport are probably 
my biggest expenses.;' He described the costs involved with album production; 
and also noted paying for refreshments at gigs. 

Key insights: Small towns across South Africa have venues and theaters 
that book musicians for gigs. ::viusicians need to therefor be willing to travel 
in order to make usc of the opportunities to perform at these venues. Selling 
albums at gigs are an important income supplement .. \laking music indepen
dently accompanies a more flexible lifestyle, where music is the outfimv and 
not the focus. 

4.7 Case study seven: Herman Kleinhans, Twee 

Musiek 

SAMA genre: Alternative. Data collection: Personal interview with the 
2015 Afri- Visie Skryf 'n Tre.ffer-kompetisie \Vinner Herman Kleinhans (T\VEE 

l'v!L'SIEK) on 28 July 2015. 

4. 7.1 Background 

Herman Kleinhans and I\hria Radcman form the Afrikaans folk duo Twee. 
Earlier this year they vvon the Afri- Visie Skryf 'n Tn~fj'er-kornpetisie. This has 
led to increased publicity for the ·winning song Ek SweeT, and media coverage 
for the band. They are currently in the process of recording and planning the 
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Figure 4.10: Herman Kleinhans and Maria Rademan - Twee 

national launch of their debut album and will use the R250 000 prize money 
towards that Sieberhagen (2015). Prior to being part of Twee, Herman was 
involved with the rock group Slagy.ste'r a.s lead singer. He has also released an 
EP under the solo-name Lucas Klein Cloete (2013) after a disagreement over 
the creative direction of his music with his previous record label. In his own 
words: "It takes ten years to be an overnight success in the music industry.'' 

4. 7.2 Primary data discussion: Business Model Canvas 
insights 

The interview with Herman Kleinhans was conducted in Afrikaans. It was 
translated during transcription. 

He described the Customer Segment as primarily but not limited to an 
Afrikaans speaking South African demographic. 

The Value Proposition connects to the honesty of the music and their 
skillfulness as musicians: "Don't cater for anybody, do what you like and people 
will find it appealing." 

Their approach to Channels was radically altered after winning the Afri
Visie Skryf )n Tre.ffer-kompetisie. They gained media exposure on many na-
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tional television programmes. They \vcrc also invited to perform at the Hnisgenoot 
Super Skouspel. Their EP might be promoted through the Huisgerwot connec
tion too. Doing a national tour as part of the album launch is seen as a channel. 
CD sales at slwws is an effective channel. They will distribute physical albums 
through a partnership with CoLESKE. Their music will be available online. 

Customer Relationships are built at shows: "Playing is only a very small 
part of being in the music industry. You have to sell yourself." He highlighted 
spending time ·with people after gigs: "People very quickly become loyal if 
they've met you.:' 

The Revenue Streams arc connected to shmvs: 'The rest of the stuff (CD, 
merchandise, online sales) is a minor.:' He is experimenting with the idea. of 
not having set ticket prices for shmvs: but to let people contribute what they 
thought the experience was >vorth to them: ('I don:t \vant to deprive anybody 
of music just because they don't have money. You can literally send a box 
around at the end of the night, or have something like SNAP SCAN." 

He sees good producers, studio connections and sound engineers as Key 
Resources. Also, agents and PR. people: "I dmd, really believe in a manager. 
I think a band can manage themselves. You have to do something, you might 
as well manage yourself.l' He mentioned internet access: cellphones for voice 
recordings, transport and social media skills. ('Then you need fans, people 
\vho'll actually come listen to you." 

Thy identified Key Activities relate to being a singer: a songwriter and 
being good at promotion. Also, media management and "being a social but
terfly". 

His Key Partners include IVIaria R.adcman with >vhom he performs. He 
mentioned his producers and musieia.ns that play on the album recording. 
They work with Gerda van Reenen as their booking agent, and currently with 
Janis Ellis who helps with their PR. He mentioned various musicians that he 
approaches for advice. 

The Cost Structure discussed related primarily to album production. 
Connected to that is cover design: photo-shoots and costs connected to de
signing an EPK and other marketing material: "If you want to do it properly 
and chart on Jacaranda's hit parade, then it:s best to go big." 

Key insights: CD's are the memorabilia of a live show. Audiences should 
be given the opportunity to decide how much they want to pay for a show 
after they had the experience. To launch a album nationally in South Africa 
can cost up to R.700 000. Average music video costs around R.50 000 to make. 
~'viedia partners like KykNet: associated with competitions like Afri-Visie Skryf 
'n Treffer-kornpetisie, is a massive value-add for launching a national album. 
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4.8 Case study eight: Helmut Meijer 

SAMA genre: Pop (Englis l1); Da11c:e, Adu h Contemporary (E11~;lish) a11d 
Contemporary Fa.itl1. T11t.ervie·wee added a.n additional eategory- \Vorld Yfusic. 
Data collection: Personal interview with ~inger, btmgwriter, compober and 
producer Helmut Me~jer on 29 July 2015. 

Figure 4.11: H0lmut :Yioijcr 

4.8.1 Background 

Helmut. Meijer is a singer; so11gwrit.er: composer a11<l producer. Tn the Soutl1 
Africa.n ecmt.ext. he primarily works within the Cospel market.. Tn 2012 he 
collaborated with Ret.ief nurger, '\eil nuehner and Louib nritzz on the Tn 
Ver·v.;ondering project, which wa~ nominated that year for a SA:.VIA for De::;t 
Contemporary Faith Music Album. Recent recording projects include albums 
for Lukie de Beer, Julanie .l, \VHOLEHEARTED, and t.he first R.etief Burger 
studio album. His own compositions fall primarily within the World Music 
gcmc. He works wit.h muncrous South i\frkan artists ns produecr: barking 
voealist. and nmhi-instrument session musidan. His own music is not eom
merc:i<).Jiy a.w).ilable <:nrrently HS part of;), perflonal cmnrnit.rne11t. to a two-ye;.u 
sabbatical journey rvJeijer (20H). 

4.8.2 Prhnary data discussion: Business Model Canvas 
insights 

Helmut Meijer has been involved in Lhe South African music industry on var
ions levels. His B LSlNJ:.:SS MC>DJ:;L CAN VAS insights are disc:ussed from t.he 
per~peetiw of being au independent. nmflieian. 
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He describes his current Customer Segment as a more mature group of 
people interested in the Christian contemporary music scene. He highlighted 
how he would have to find an international market for the music that he 
personally ·wants to make: 'I am much more interested in incorporating strange 
elements, also due to my fascination with travel. It's a very niche market. If 
I were to be a performing artist ·with integrity to my own musical interest I 
vmuld have to look at a market other than South Africa.'' 

For his Value Proposition he said that being a music producer and a 
musician that can play multiple instruments has given him a competitive edge: 
"I could always defend my music choice from a professional point of view. I 
could rock up as a one man shmv and cover all the clements, whether it be 
with accompaniment from a backtrack on a computer or being able to play 
several instruments.'' 

He doesn't currently have any of his on music on sale due to personal rea
sons. In terms of Channels, he performs >vith other artists vvho often are the 
people that he produces albums for: ''I have been asked to perform alongside 
other artists on other projects where there had been marketing strategies, and 
those albums did pretty well. But also those albums had been more conven
tional, and it exploited the market that I believe is in the process of extinction.'' 
He highlighted that the marketing of music needs to take a more integrated 
approach, using social media tools (highlighting PERISCOPE): ':So basically, 
I can do a live performance on PERSICOPE and somebody can stream a live 
version of that. Or I can sit in a concert and intervievv and my phone becomes 
the periscope for anybody \Vho locks into my account anywhere on earth. It's 
going to take over the perception of experience. This is where I think the 
revenue model is on its ·way - to introduce experience rather than introduce 
products." 

\Vith Revenue Streams he explained how the South African market com
pares to markets that are seen as global leaders: ':The South African model 
is about ten years behind the British market and the American market. The 
vvay \Ve still survive on physical sales is due to two elements, I believe. It's the 
fact that our internet is slow, and that there is still a perception in our market 
that online buying is not as safe." He ascribed the slmv adoption of digital 
sales to a conservative South African culture: "Specifically the Afrikaans see
tor of the South African market. It's small and centrally controlled. Ws a 
monopoly. They make money off the high-end artists, but all of those artists 
employ the same song writers , the same guitarists , the same drummers. There 
is a \Vhole big fringe, but at the center of it there is a small core that writes 
for each other and make a lot of money. They they are also the ones that play 
on radio and they're on the stages of all the big concerts." He explained how 
the accessibility of music for free through YouTUI3E has resulted in a culture 
where people don't necessarily value mvning music: '1 don't need to own it if 
I have access to it in any case. \Vhich to me begs the question, what is the 
purpose of music if it it going to be for free? People vvill put a different value 
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on it. I believe the only value \vould really be to position people in terms of 
their marketing value so that an experience can be marketed.': 

Building Customer Relationships with especially an international tar
get market is approached as an intentional social media pursuit. In terms of 
networks in the industry: 'It's all about ·who you knO"w: because people are 
strategic in terms of their function ·within the industr:y. Sometimes it takes one 
conversation with someone who is interested in the sound that you're offering 
and a. \Vhole new network opens up.': 

The Key Resources discussed connected with the challenge of creating 
a unique experience that people would be willing to pay for: "To create an 
experience you would have to think outside of the box that:s been set up for 
artists." He referred to international artists like Peter Gabriel and Jean _\Iichel 
J arre who create unique concert experiences through the use of multimedia 
technology and innovative stage productions: "People ·witness the live creation 
of something that is so out of this world that they feel like the reset button has 
been pressed. People walk out and feel like they have a new outlook on life. 
And people yearn for that.:' Therefor, the resources needed to create these 
experiences need to be obtained. 

He highlighted personal leadership and self-discipline as the most impor
tant Key Activities for independent musicians: "I think most artist fall by 
the \vayside because they lack the disciplines that is often required to make 
this very strategic lifest:yle possible." He recommended life-coaching: "In the 
mean \Vhile you can write your songs and record them on your phone; but 
get your lifestyle and your life principles - your character; :your integrity and 
your personal leadership - get that in order. Because once the pressure goes 
up for you to actually deliver from a very deep and sensitive creative pool, if 
your personal leadership aspects falter, your life falls apart_" He tied that to 
developing a daily routine that is conducive to harnessing creativity_ Having a 
business plan in place, and pro-actively saving tmvards the equipment needed 
to inspire and create an authentic experience was also noted. 

He included "friends who are non-musicians': as Key Partners: "I believe 
those arc the contrasts that a real innovative brain needs to invent new ideas. 
Find a. community or a crowd that has nothing to do with your music.:' He 
also noted people to write music with , someone who can handle logistics, and 
professionals in the production industry as key partners. 

The Cost Structure included living expenses: a vehicle, saving for the 
future, buying instruments that inspire you as an artist , microphones and an 
in-ear monitoring system: "This is not even touching on multi-sensory. This is 
just in terms of an artist making music. If you think of everything following 
that, where visual communieation comes in, it becomes a ·whole different ex
pensive ba.llgamc.:' 

Key insights: Personal leadership is a key activity for independent artists. 
Having a strong internal compass and a disciplined \vork-ethic are key deter-
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mining factors for the sustaina.bility of a. music career. }lusic performances 
need to be innovative to create multi-sensory experiences for audiences, and 
not just shows. l'viusicians need to invest in equipment at the level of a quality 
that would inspire themselves, to be able to inspire audiences. 

4.9 Summary of Key Insights 

In summary the key BUSINESS :rviODEL CANVAS insights dra:wn from the eight 
interviews are the following: 

Kaleidoskoop: The experience created at live shows is the best marketing 
tool for an album. Customer relationships are built by staying in the homes 
of festival or e"\•ent organizers in-stead of booking expensive accommodation. 
Intentionally remembering names of audience members builds relationship. 

Khan Morbee: The \Vay that the financial relationship between artists 
and record labels is traditionally structured seems to not be in the artists' 
favor. Bands like THE PARLOTONES vdw used to be signed to a label will 
now rather hire people to do marketing and administrative services for them 
on a project-per-project bases than be indebted to a record label financially. 

Josh Prinsloo: Independent musicians have to intentionally equip them
selves \vith business and marketing skills, and see it as a necessary investment 
into their professional careers. 

Bottomless Coffee Band: Selling albums on rTU)l'ES and other digital 
platforms arc necessary to give credibility to the band as a brand, but not 
necessarily seen as a main source of income. Investing up to Il200 000 to 
record a full album is seen as a necessary marketing costs, and not as product 
manufacturing per se. 

Gert Besselsen: Independent musicians must see each other as potential 
partners, and not as competition. Collaborations and netvmrks add value. 
Performance income is supplemented by working on soundtraeks for movies 
and television etc. 

Gerald Clark: Small towns aeross South Africa have venues and theaters 
that book musicians for gigs. .\Iusicians need to therefor be \villing to travel 
in order to make use of the opportunities to perform at these venues. Selling 
CDs at gigs are an important income supplement . .ivlaking music independently 
accompanies a more flexible lifestyle, where music is the outfimv, and not the 
focus. 

Herman Kleinhans: CDs arc the memorabilia of a live show. Audiences 
should be given the opportunity to decide how much they want to pay for a 
show after they had the experience. To launch a album nationally in South 
Africa can cost up to Il700 000. Average music video costs around R30 000 to 
make. I\Iedia partners like KykNet associated with competitions like Afriv'isie 
liedjieskry.f kompetisie, is a massive value-add for launching a. national album. 
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Helmut Meijer: Personal leadership is a key activity for independent 
artists. Having a strong internal compa~s and a disciplined work-ethic arc 
key determining factors for the sustainability of a music career. l'dusic perfor
mances need to be innovative to create multi-sensory experiences for audiences; 
and not just shovvs. l\Iusicians need to invest in equipment at the level of a 
quality that ·would inspire them to be able to inspire audiences. 

4.10 Chapter Conclusion 

A theme that stands out from the interviews is that musicians who write their 
own songs prefer to remain independent from record labels in order to remain 
in creative control of their music. The reality is that they then also need 
to manage the business aspects of their careers. This reality includes being 
responsible for the acquisition of the funds needed to record and promote 
albums. This still seems be a priority expense. The expense is hmvever seen 
more as a marketing expense than a "product manufacturing" expense. The 
phrase !'your CD is your really expensive flier" summarizes the shift of focus 
from selling physical or digital albums to selling tickets to live performances 
as the main revenue stream for independent musicians in South Africa. 

The highlighted importance of building networks and partnerships ·within 
the music industry stems from this shift towards prioriti:dng live performances . 
It also leads to the emphasis on creating unique musical experiences for audi
ences. This informs the development of a new value-proposition for music as 
an experience in an era where people seem to not value the physical ownership 
of music as a product anymore. 

Chapter Five explores themes that can be drawn for each dimension of 
the 13USINESS ~IODEL C ANVAS from synthesizing the insights of the eight 
intervie\vs discussed in Chapter Four. 
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Chapter 5 

Combined BUSINESS MODEL 

CANVAS thematic analysis 

::To be cleaT: we aTe 8till in the nm8ic bn8'tne88, bnt cTeating and 
8ell'ing nm8'tc now play8 moTe of a snppoTting Tole in O'U'r overall 
business mix. As we get ready to headline a .five city stadium tour 
of China this summer, we are also planning to meet with technology 
companies, consumer brands, and venture capital firms to discuss 
opportunities for partnership. Of course we'll play the shows and 
meet with fans, as we've always done. "1 

- Linken Park 

T HIS chapter aims to integrate key combined insights from the case stud
ies presented in Chapter Four to develop a framevvork for understanding 

hovv independent musicians in South Africa currently describe the business side 
of their music: careers from a BUSINESS ~VIODEL CANVAS perspective. \Vonl 
clouds of the interview responses to each of the nine 13USINESS :VIODEL CAN

VAS themes \Vere developed b:y using the online ·worddoud generator soft\vare 
developed by Jason Davies Daviews (2015). The vwrdclouds a.re included in 
the discussion of the findings below to supplement the LEXLVIANCER topical 
network data analysis outputs. 

5.1 Customer Segments 

In order to gain a. first glanee impression of the data, a word cloud was created 
by combining the responses to the Customer Segment question of all eight 

1 (Berry, 2015) 
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interviews. An initial overview of the word cloud reveals that the intervie
wees largely refer to their customer segments in a generic v,ray, as "people". 
The use of the term "markets" is language usage that conveys a commercial 
understanding of music audiences. Customer segments are mostly described 
demographically. Age, family life-cycle and language preference arc used to 
verbalize the underlying segmentation bases used to come to an understanding 
of target audience, or customer segments. There is some reference to lifestyle
and psychographic segmentation as >vell. 

Figure 5.1: \Vorddoud- Customer Segments 

vVorddouds are effective to provide an overview of initial themes emerging 
from data but they arc not enough to provide the most accurate analysis of 
the data. 

A Le:rimancer topical network analysis was done to aid in developing an 
understanding of Customer Segments. The topical net\vorks \Vere clustered 
according to: music, write, age, play, probably and time. 

A more in-depth analysis of the themes, explored in conjunction with holis
tic insights from the interviews, begins to reveal how the interviewees collec
tively define their Customer Segments. 

5.1.1 Music 

Connectivity to Customer Segments: 100 percent 
Connected concepts: music, people, market, target, listen, older, young, 

professional, Afrikaans, younger, tell, shovvs, stuff, look, decided, cater, afflu
ent, fact , English. 

Insights: Insights from the analysis of the music theme highlights how 
independent musicians view the development of customer segments: "\Vhen 
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Figure 5.2: Customer Segments Leximancer topical nehvork map 

I create music: I Lry Lo be connected with a certain honesty in myself, which 
doesn't always go out the big masses of people." Their customer segments 
seem Lo develop organically as people relate to the music the.y make. They 
appra.r to not. br catr~ring for a particular rna.rkrt requirement or tastr vdwn 
they create music: ''So I make it for myself and I mean it's never reall,y been 
for validation. 1 subocribe to the model that bcfon~ 1 am a song writer or 
a musician I am a fan of music and obviously the stuff that applies to me 
most probably applicl:l to millions of others and you arc a product of what you 
consume.'' vVhen prompted to reftect on it they identify customer segments 
retrospectively, primarily by demographics like age, income and language: " 
Although we find that children right through to elderly and even English people 
like the music and listen to it." 

5.1.2 Write I Age I Play I Probably I Tin1e 

Connectivity to Customer Segments: Less than ten percent. 
Connected concepts: \Vith t.he write t.heme, t.he connected concepts 

arc write, rarlio, songs and obvionsly. \Vith thr age theme, the concepts arr: 
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age, group, sound. \Vith play the concepts arc: play, necessarily, audience. 
Probably and time do not reveal significant concepts other than the main 
themes. 

Insight: The themes that connected less than ten percent vvithin the Cus
tomer Segments analysis still reveal a degree of insight into lww independent 
musicians view their customer segments. 

It seems like the music vvriting process is not done from the perspective 
of catering for a particular segment: "Obviously I ·want the ·whole vwrld to 
listen to my music, it ·will be silly for me to go and '\Vrite music according to a 
structural form. That is also why I am an independent." 

Being an independent musician with creative control over the content of 
the music: is contrasted to being signed to a record label. For signed musicians 
there are certain markets identified that the musician must \vrite to cater for: 
"Record labels want you to write in a certain \vay. Obviously it makes sense, 
it sells.'' 

The age of the audience is used to describe a perceived segment. The 
concept of sound preference is connected to age group preference: "the age 
group is a hit bigger, because the sound is a bit gentler." 

Tvlarket segments are understood from two play perspectives: Radio au
diences ('It used to be primarily FIVEFM. But not anymore, now they don't 
play us at all because they have gone more into an urban sort of environment 
and \Ve don't fit the format."), and live audiences ("\Ve'll play at a student 
place or play to a predominantly white audience.") . 

The emergence of the probably theme perhaps signifies that the intervie
wees identified their Customer Segments deductively and retrospectively 
by thinking about who they perceived to he at their shows or which radio 
stations play their music:. Identifying specific Customer Segments to in
tentionally target through their music writing and marketing might not be a 
conscious strategy for them. Hence, they probably guess who their Customer 
Segments are when prompted to do so. 

5.2 Value Proposition 

An overvievv of the Value Proposition theme from the vvordcloud highlights 
how the unique atmosphere created when people attend live shows is seen 
by the interviewees as a key value proposition. Creating a unique experience 
for audiences is the main value proposition '\vorth noting. :\Iusicality, and 
presenting a "honest" and "fresh sound" arc seen as key value drivers. The 
emphasis thus seems to be on developing a value proposition around delivering 
a unique live performance experience. 

The follmving themes were derived from the LEXIrviAXCER analysis of the 
combined Value Proposition interview responses: music, sound, stage, play, 
obviously, song, able, bands, honesty, buy. 
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Figure 5.3: \Vorddoud - Value Proposition 

A more in-depth analysis of the themes, explored in conjunction \vith holis
tic insights from the intervie·ws, begins to reveal how the intervie·wees collec
tively define their Value Propositions. 

5.2.1 Music 

Connectivity to Value Proposition: 100 percent. 
Connected concepts: music, people, write, songs, instruments, rap, nec

eHHarily, terms, old. 
Insight: The aetual aesthetic of the music seems to be an important per

ceived Value Proposition for independent musicians. 
Reference is made to the integrity and honesty of the music: "I think that 

iH why people listen. I can't liHten to music that I don't find real" and "if I 
listen to my music I find a certain truth to it." 

Combining several genres that highlights the musical ability of the per
former Htands out as a Value Proposition driver: "\Ve play ten instruments, 
and \ve're constantly adding" and "we do it like a rap artist inside the frame
work of a full band. \Ve've also started to do funk music." 

A social media connection to the stories of the songs and the experiences 
of the musician adds value: "If you look at my FACEBOOK and TWITTER I'm 
always almost posting more inspirational photos of stuff that I do. It's not 
necessarily stuff about music." 

5.2.2 Sound 

Connectivity to Value Proposition: Forty-seven percent. 
Connected concepts: sound, full, band. 
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Figure 5.4: Value Proposition Leximancer topical net\vork map 

Insight: To have a unique sound as a performer is a key value proposilion 
driver: "\Vhen you're sound is fresh." It connects to the sound of full bands at 
live shows. 

5.2.3 Stage 

Connectivity to Value Proposition: Thirty-eight percent. 
Connected concepts: stage, look, thought, fact, things, artists, photos. 
Insight: How music is presented on stage is perceived as an important 

value driver: "People make their judgment on various things like their percep
tion on hmv you look, hcrw you act. and then obviously the sound that gets 
translated on stage." 

The stage theme is extended to presenting an image beyond the physical 
stage to other platforms: like posting photographs on social media: "if you look 
at my FACEBOOK and T\VITTER I'm always almost posting more inspirational 
photos of stuff that I do." 

Diversified musical abilit.ies is seen as significant t.o provide added value: 
"I sta.rtcd off as an artists 'vho wanted to producr my mvn music from an 
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experimental point of vie·w and from an ideation point of vievv." 

5.2.4 Play 

Connectivity to Value Proposition: Thirty percent. 
Connected concepts: play, listen, guitar. 
Insight: Again, the Value Proposition is connected to the musical abil

ity of the performers and to the connection with audiences at live performances: 
':\ve~re only allmved to play for an hour and a bit, but we end up signing for 
three hours. It's important to have that connection with your fans.~' 

5.2.5 Obviously I Song I Able I Bands I Honest I Buy 

Connectivity to Value Proposition: Less than twenty percent. 
Connected concepts: For the obviously theme the concepts are: obvi

ously, artist, hype. For song: song; year. Able, bands, honest and buy do 
not have additional concepts. 

Insight: The themes ·with less than t\venty percent connectivity still pro
vide insight as to how independent musicians understand their Value Propo
sition. 

It relates to the integrity of writing music that is true to themselves: "I 
can't not like the song. I'm the person who has to sing this song for the next 
five years" and :'You have to be honest about it.~' 

It also relates to demonstrating a dedication to their fans: ':C)ur value 
proposition is vve are very a·ware that ·without fans vve vvill not be able to do 
this full-time." 

The main drivers of Value Proposition arc thus perceived by the inter
viewees to be found in the aesthetic quality of the music and the presentation 
thereof. Also, in the uniqueness of the sound, the musical versatility and skill 
of the performer; and the ability to remain true to creative authenticity. For 
the fans; and for themselves. 

5.3 Channels 

An overview of the worddoud for the combined responses to Channels high
lights live performances and distribution through online platforms like IT"CNES 

as two note·worthy \vays that the interviewees distribute their music. Online 
aggregators are used to distribute music through various digital sales platforms. 
Radio as a publicity medium is also highlighted. Physical CD sales through 
retailers doesrd, seem to be the a viable option for the musicians with a more 
regional or locali:tcd following. The musicians with a national and interna
tional following mention distribution deals as their ·way to engage their target 
markets in a physical retail context. Selling albums at shows are mentioned 
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as an important distribution channel. Social media tools like SocNDCLOUD, 
FACEBOOK and PERISCOPE are mentioned as promotional channels to create 
publicity for albums and particularly shows. 

Figure 5.5: Wordcloud- Channels 

The LEXIMA:.JCER analysis highlights the follovving themes relating to Chan
nels from the combined interview data: music, best, revenue, live. 

A more in-depth analysis of the themes explored in conjunction with holis
tic insights from the interviews begins to reveal lww the interviewees collec
tively define their Channels. 

5.3.1 Music 

Connectivity to Channels: 100 percent. 
Connected concepts: music, people, buy, album, iTunes, physical, artists, 

distribution, work, stores, market, digital, CD, shops, start, working, available, 
listen, terms, tinw, believe, experience, paid. 

Insights: The interviewees interpreted Channels as either platforms they 
use to sell their music ("Our music is available on rTUNES'') or mediums they 
usc to promote their music ("It's obviously TV, music videos and TV inter
views"). 

There is a degree of connection bet\veen choice of Channels and identified 
Customer Segments: ''Music is a lifestyle brand, it's all about lifestyle, so 
you want to meet the people where they arc." 

A distinction is made between three distribution strategies: "Stores, the 
digital world, the streaming realm" and "we'll work out a strategy to see what 
is the best way to package it, whether it's physical or whether it's digital.'' 
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Figure 5.6: Channels Leximancer topieal network map 

Selling physical albums in ret. ail stores is no longer perceived as a financially 
worthwhile strategy: "I think in the end you get thirty percent cmt~ even less. 
\Ve did the math. Because you have to work through a label, and then you 
have to work through tlw distribution company and then eventually to havr 
your music in the stores is just too expensive. So 've are emphasizing the 
ITC::\ES ~ale~: but then our physical album ~ale~ we 'Nant to ntart our 0"\"'Il fork 
of distribution.'' Those ·who do sell physical albums in retail stores make use 
of targeted distribution deals: "\!\\; have a deal with KANADA RECORDS who 
distributes to minor music shops around Gauteng." / "Our CD's are available 
at our ~ho-vvs and a couple of independent. music shops." 

Live shows are noted as an important. point-of-purchase for the impulse 
buying of ph~ysical albums: "Just because people want to capture the experi
ence, they 'vant to take the experience horne." 

The interviewees vvho understood the Channels discussion from a mar
keting perspective highlighted the significance of social media: :'In the future 
marketing has to be a. much more int.egrat.ed approach, 1ming the social media 
resources that are already out there and that are developing." 

There i1) a highlighted integration between Channels for online music sell-
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ing and marketing. This leads into the development of online Customer 
Relationships: "\:Vhen they bought your thing on IT"CNES they should start 
follmving you on lNSTAGRAl\il and FACEBOOK." 

5.3.2 Best I Revenue I Live 

Connectivity to Channels: Less than ten percent. 
Connected concepts: For best: best, shows, Cd's. For revenue: rev

enue, record. For live: live, CD's. 
Insight: The themes with less than ten percent connectivity still provide 

insight as to how independent musicians understand their Channels. 
It is evident from national consumer spending statistics that physical CD 

sales are dedining. However, it is perceived by the intervie\vees as being an 
important value-add for fans at a live shmv: "Sell albums at shows as \vell, 
that's great. That's probably the best \vay to sell, because people are so 
excited about the shmv they just want to take your music home." Selling CD's 
at shcnvs also contributes to Revenue Streams: "Shmvs are anyvvay the place 
where CD's sells the best." 

5.4 Customer Relationships 

The wordcloud of the combined intervie-vv responses alluded to "talking with 
fans after shows" as an important way for musicians to form Customer Rela
tionships. "Customers" arc referred to as either fans or audiences, but mainly 
also as simply as "people". Intentional social media interaction is highlighted, 
with mention made of FACEBOOK, TWITTER and lNSTAGRAM. 

Figure 5. 7: Wordcloud - Customer Relationships 
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The LEXHviA:\CER analysis shows the follcrwing thernes frmn the combined 
Customer Relationships intervie\v data: People~ shmvs, playing~ artist, re
lationship. 
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Figur·e 5.8: Customer Relationships Lexirnancer topical nehvork map 

A more in-depth analysis of the themes in conjunction with holistic insights 
from the int.crvie\VS explores how t.hc intcrvic\vccs collectively vic\v building 
Customer Relationships. 

5.4.1 People 

Connectivity to Customer Relationships: 100 percent. 
Connected concepts: people, media, nocial, FACEllOOK, T\VITTER, in

terested, music, offering, try, important, use, feel, INSTAGilAl\I, type, crmvcl, 
post, things, gigs, moment. 

Insights: The music business is primarily a people business. Maintaining 
relationships with fans and othcn; in the industry is perceived to be of primary 
importance to the interviewees: "There is probably going to be that group of 
people that have been with you that's going to carry you through after your 
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peak.'' / "It's all about ·who you know because people arc strategic in terms of 
their funetion \vithin the industry." 

In terms of intentionally building Customer Relationships there is an 
interplay between real life ('before and after we will mingle with the cnJ\nr') 
and social media ("I try and engage with those people. If they comment on 
something I go ah, or I go look at their pages and look for something I like)'). 

Direct marketing is mentioned as a strategy to build Customer Rela
tionships: "People are more likely to come because they appreciate you took 
the time to call them and not just send them a spam message. So when I'm 
doing the more intimate gigs I do want to make it part of the strategy to phone 
people, maybe just ten people." 

5.4.2 Shows 

Connectivity to Customer Relationships: Twenty-one percent. 
Connected concepts: Shmvs, person, time, whole, sound, everything, 

market, songs. 
Insights: This theme highlights the significance ofthe connection with fans 

at live shows: ''Any artist >vill tell you that its rather tiring to be intentional 
and involved in conversations after shmvs. But \Ve ahva.ys say that if you don't 
do that there is no point in being a brand. That is your only time that you 
really can conncet with someone face-to-face, before or after or during a show." 
/ "\Vith the shows \Ve definitely made the decision that as much as that person 
\vants to chat we'll chat, until they feel they've had enough." 

5.4.3 Playing I Artist I Relationship 

Connectivity to Customer Relationships: Less than five percent. 
Connected concepts: There arc no additional concepts related to the 

themes. 
Insights: The themes with less than five percent connectivity still provide 

insight as to hmv the interviewees build other industry relationships too, pri
ma.ril:y \vith other musicians: "I find that there is a. small group of independent 
artists at this particular event \Vhere the culture is changing, less from a kind 
of consumption perspective and more kind of relationship dynamic." 

5.5 Revenue Streams 

Every interviewee mentioned live shows first as the main income stream for 
independent musicians. The wordcloud of the combined interview data for 
Revenue Streams alludes to CD sales at shows as an important impulse 
purchase opportunity. Physical and digital album sales are mentioned as add
on income supplements. The main focus for independent musicians who want 
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to make a living out of their music seems to be getting booked for a paying 
gig. Very little mention is made of needle-time or other royalties. The con
nection between Revenue Streams and Channels becomes apparent in the 
discussion. 

Figure 5.9: \Vorddoud- Revenue Steams 

The LEXL\IA!\CER analysis identifies the following themes to discuss Rev
enue Streams from the combined interview data: People, shows, value, artist, 
gigs. 

A more in-depth analysis of the themes explored in conjunction \vith holis
tic insights from the interviews, highlights how the interviewees collectively 
define their Revenue Streams. 

5.5.1 People 

Connectivity to Revenue Streams: 100 percent. 
Connected concepts: People, music, CD, money, free, pay, buy, feel, 

artists, album, CD's, audience, festival. 
Insights: Revenue Streams are defined according to how people behave 

as music consumers: "vVe've done a couple of private parties as well because 
it ·would be all people can afford." 

The change in hovv people behave as music consumers is also noted as 
having an influence on Revenue Streams: "CD sales worked in your favor a 
lot more than now because you have a lot less people using CD's. I think fifty 
percent of your audience don't buy the CD's simply because they don't usc 
CD's." 

'Ctilizing the live performance experience as the main Revenue Streams 
generating opportunity is evident: "People vmuld pay for a gig." / "They will 
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Figure 5.10: Revenue Streams Leximancer topical net\.vork map 

probably Ilnd a way of surviving by creating an authentic experience for their 
audience. And probably if they do that \vell enough people \Vill thrmv money 
t.ovvards it." 

5.5.2 Shows 

Connectivity to Revenue Streams: Forty-eight percent.. 
Connected concepts: Shows: sales: play: favour, vvork: different, take, 

festivals: sold: functions, independent. 
Insights: This theme underlines t.he significance of being paid to do live 

shows or events as t.hc main income for independent. performing musicians : 'l 
\vould say for us it:s live shows." / "At first. our CD sales at shows made the 
most. of our money, hut since \Ve built a bigger fan-base we can increase ticket 
prices as \vell as our fees for playing at functions and \veddings.:' /. " You'll 
make your money from shows, the rest of the stuff is a. minor." 

Other Revenue Stream eonneeted to live shows includes CD sales at the 
shows: "The bulk of my sales are from live shovvs.'' 

Saks of :\JP3 tracks on ITCNES and other platforms dm~s not yet corn-
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pete \vcll \vith revenue generated from live shmvs: " There arc some digital 
downloads.'' 

Innovation in terms of setting ticket prices for live shmvs is also noted as 
a way to potentially develop customer loyalty: :'For me ifs to look differently 
at theater shows. For instance I don't want to ask a set entrance fee.)' 

It is noteworth:y that no significant mention is made by the interviewees of 
needle-time royalties due artists for the public performances of their original 
music. The income generated through online exposure is dmvnplayed too: "I 
know that there arc artists making a. lot of money from stuff on YouTUI3E, 
like you can monetize that, there's different avenues. But I think in South 
Africa its difficult. It's 'Nay harder that off-shore because you need a lot of 
vie,vs to get decent money frorn it.)' 

There are a \vide range of potential Revenue Streams that could be gen
erated from music. The interviewees however almost exclusively emphasized 
that their only sustainable income comes from being paid to do live shows, 
functions, events and festivals. This connects back to developing a Value 
Proposition around creating unique experiences for audiences discussed ear
lier in this chapter. 

5.5.3 Value I Artists I Gigs 

Connectivity to Revenue Steams: Less than twenty percent. 
Connected concepts: For value: value , things, experience, probably. 

For artists: artist, working, songs. For gigs: no additional concepts to the 
main theme. 

Insights: The themes with less than twenty percent connectivity still pro
vide insight as to how the interviewees perceive generating an income from 
their music as an integrated approach: "As an artist you should have all things 
set up to work in your favor because this month this is working very well, and 
that month this is coming through.'' 

5.6 Key Resources 

Instruments, time and internet access \Vcrc evident as being Key Resources 
from the worddoud overview of the combined interview data. The usc of 
technology (laptops and cell phones), and the need for social media. skills is 
also highlighted. T<) know people and to have networks and contacts is also 
seen as Key Resources. 

The LExr:viA:\"CER thematic analysis identifies the follmving themes related 
to Key Resources from the interview data: Equipment , need) experience) 
money, record, write, work, resources, live, start. 
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Figure 5.11: \Vordcloud - Key Resources 

A more in-depth analysis of the themes, explored in conjunction \vith holis
tic insights from the interviews, explores how the interviewees collectively de
fine their Key Resources. 

5.6.1 Equipment 

Connectivity to Key Resources: 100 percent. 
Connected concepts: equipment, recording, studio, play, things, time, 

instruments, internet, industry, living. 
Insights: The equipment that the interviewees perceived to need relates 

to different phases of making music: 

1. Preparation: "For me, the main resource is time. You can't really do 
anything substantial if you don't have the time." 

2. Pre-production: "\Ve need a recording studio and the equipment and 
programs to play around in for pre-production of the album or DVD." 

3. Recording: "I work on LOGIC. But when we record we arc at the 
mercy of whatever the producer uses which is generally indus try standard 
PROTOOLS." 

4. Performing: "Decor, merchandise (branding), preferred instruments 
and equipment." 

0. Marketing: "Proper laptop to start \vith and internet because I mean 
let's face it you can be jamming in ,your flat all day vvriting songs but 
if you don't have the resources to actually upload the songs and to be 
present on the digital world then there's no point." 
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Figure 5.12: Key Resources Leximancer topical network map 

The resources needed to make mustc are considered from a value chain 
perspective: "\Vhat we have to make us able is obviously instruments, trans
port/Lour van, a studio or proper recording equipment., rehearsal space, inLer
nd and drvic<:s to do social media on, an inv<:stor, which hrlps immensely to 
do things like print CD's, and time obviously.'' 

Connections built over time with other people in the industry is viewed as 

a Key Resource: "To make a living, to get to where I am nmv you need a lot 
of experience and you need a lot of contacts. I can phone the Blues Summit 
guy and tell him \vhen I \vant to play. That just eomes 'vith time." 

5.6.2 Need 

Connectivity to Key Resources: Eighty-one percent. 
Connected concepts: need, music , people, terms, otuff. 
Insights: The need theme highlights non-material resources that the in

tcrvicvvccs perceived to be key for sustaining their music careers. The needs 
can be grouped as personal needs, people needs and public needs: 

1. Personal: "\Ve need rest! l'vlost importantly to be creative \Ye need to 
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switch off and dear our heads.'' / "You need an idea of what type of 
music ~you \vant to make." 

2. People: "The biggest part that you'll need is a team of people.'' / "You 
need someone to do the press, the PR and all of that stuff." 

3. Public: "You need a car and guitar and circuit to play." / "Then you 
need fans, people who'll actually come listen to you." 

5.6.3 Experience 

Connectivity to Key Resources: Sixty-nine percent. 
Connected concepts: experience, authentic, create. stage, artist. 
Insights: Interviewees described the Key Resources they need to create 

a memorable experience for their audiences: "In order vvords, where it's like 
a multi-sensory experience, and on top of that innovative in terms of the 
instrumentation you use and the type of technology that you use to actually 
create music on stage." 

This relates back to the Value Proposition discussion, as well as to the in
sight that live performances arc seen as the most significant Revenue Stream. 
Hence, the resources needed to create the experience that consumers would be 
willing to pay premium for is noted as important. 

5.6.4 Money I Record I Write I Work I Resources I 
Live I Start 

Connectivity to Key Resources: Less than twenty percent. 
Connected concepts: For money: money, band. For record: record, 

album. For write: write, gigs. Work, resources and live do not have 
additional concepts. 

Insights: The themes with less than t\venty percent connectivity still pro
vide insight when identifying Key Resources needed by independent musi
cmns. 

:rvioney as an obvious resources is mostly highlighted in relation to paying 
third-party service providers to record and produce music. One of the big chal
lenges for independent musicians is not having the initial financial investment 
by a record label when having to pay to record an album in a professional stu
dio: "If you're not recording from home like we do, you'll need money. \Vhich a 
lot of times the other bands ·will come from their nine-to-fives, so each member 
of band will split the recording fee.' ' 

The alternative presented by the intervie\vees is to acquire the resources 
needed to self-record: "\Vith the right programmes you can basically record 
your own full album." / "\\7e want to start doing more home recordings. So 
that's a whole ne'v world which most of the bigger bands arc heading towards." 
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5.7 Key Activities 

The combined wordcloud overvie\v of the interviews highlights the following 
Key Activities related to being an independent musician: songwriting, re
hearsing, administration (like answering emails), marketing, "gigging" (per
forming), recording, traveling. Also, ovvn recording and producing in some 
instances. Interviewing (media relations). Also, interaction \Vith fans on so
cial media. 

Figure 5.13: vVordcloud- Key Activities 

The LEXIlviANCER analysis identifies the following themes related to Key 
Activities from the interview data: business, artist, need, work, artists, prob
ably, money, everything, gig. 

A more in-depth analysis of the themes, explored in conjunction with holis
tic insights from the interviews, explores the collectively defined Key Activ
ities of independent musicians. 

5.7.1 Business 

Connectivity to Key Activities: 100 percent. 
Connected concepts: business, people, music, doing, time, things, stuff, 

understand. 
Insights: The interviewees highlighted that significant Key Activities 

relate to managing their creative careers from a business perspective: "Then 
you have to manage a business, you have to know what you're doing." I "I 
have drafted a business plan." I "I think this is an advantage I have, having a 
private business of my own." 
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Figure 5.14: Key Activities Leximancer topical net\vork map 

Related to that is the learning activities needed lo be able t.o be a cre
ative entrepreneur: "I had to study marketing course to learn something about 
business." 

5.7.2 Artist 

Connectivity to Key Activities: Fifty-six percent. 
Connected concepts: artist, creative, leadership, personal: different, 

sotmd, sense. 
Insights: Their are Key Activities that the intervie,vees connect to be

ing an artist that extends beyond making music or running a. business. For 
the purpose of discussion they can manually be grouped ac.cording to per
sonal leadership development, creative economy participation and commtmity 
development activities. 

1. Personal leadership development: '] think most artist fall by the 
wayside in the area. that they lack the disciplines that is often required 
to make this very strategic lifestyle possible." / "\Vhcn those t.hings arc 
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in place, let's just call them the charaetcr principles, those arc the first 
things I "\vould put in place for a start-up artist." 

2. Creative economy participation: "It takes people like us to create 
that economy~ the creative economy." 

3. Community development: '(It's not this veiled thing, this separation 
of the artist and listener and artist and stakeholder. It's actually that 
there's a co-laboring, a kind of mutuality, a community atmosphere." / 
''You're only going to \Vaste all that time drafting a proposal to govern
ment and then they're not going to give it to yon because government 
doesn't care about arts. In the sense that arts can't, to them, uplift. 
society. Even though that is its function." 

5.7.3 Need 

Connectivity to Key Activities: Thirty-seven percent. 
Connected concepts: need, take, someone, create. 
Insights: The need theme again brings to the surface that there arc Key 

Activities that the intervie\vees associate "\vith ('needing to do" to be a full
time musician. These activities do not necessarily directly relate to making 
music. They can be grouped according to learning, lifestyle and legal advice. 

1. Learning: ''I've done a lot of reading on the music business itself." 

2. Lifestyle: "Iviaybe you need someone who can do some life-coaching. 
In the mean while you can write your songs and record them on your 
phone. But get your lifestyle and your life principles, your character, your 
integrity and your personal leadership in order, because once the pressure 
goes up for :you to actuall:y deliver from a very deep and sensitive creative 
pool, if your personal leadership aspects falter, your life falls apart.") 

3. Legal advice: "You actually just need a good la\vyer who understands 
the industry who might steer you in those direction." 

5.7.4 Work 

Connectivity to Key Activities: T\venty-seven percent. 
Connected concepts: work, musician, professional, learning. 
Insights: The interviewees vie\v "musician" as a job description. It is their 

careers, or their "work". 
It is also perceived as being '(hard work'', contrary to stereotypical public 

perception of the entertainment industry lifestyle: aYou have to work your ass 
of if you want to make it as an independent musician." / "The crux is still a 
lot of studying and a lot of hard work and a lot of making sure that all your 
bases are covered." 
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Career development is seen as a. continuous learning activity: "Learning 
about how other businesses that arc not in music \vork.'' 

5. 7.5 Artists I Probably I Money I Everything I Gig 

Connectivity to Key Activities: Less than hvcnty percent. 
Connected concepts: For artists: artists, vvorking. For probably: 

probably, arts, important. For money: money, play. For everything: every
thing, label. gig has no connected concepts. 

Insights: The themes with less than twenty percent connectivity still pro
vide insight as to how the intervievvees perceive Key Activities related to 
their music careers. These can be manually grouped into diversification, fi
nancial management, doing "label" activities and gigging. 

1. Diversification: "Your passions fuel one another." 

2. Financial management: "You \Vant a saving account, pension and 
insurance in case anything happens." / "\Ve also have to do our taxes, 
we also have to do all our filing. \Ve have to make sure that all the money 
comes in, we have to do all the invoicing." 

3. Doing "label" activities: ''For us, the independent ones, vve put in 
hours of a.dmin because we do everything ourselves." / "\;\lc have to do 
all the logistics , we have to do all the tech-riders." 

4. Gigging: "The evening we did a gig and they were so impressed." 

5.8 Key Partners 

The worddoud dearly highlights "people" as a Key Partners theme. From 
the interviews it becomes dear that the people who arc seen as Key Partners 
indude journalists, recording studios (producers), music store personnel, sound 
engineers for live shows and venue owners. For some also corporate sponsors. 
Other band members and songwriters are mentioned. Fans, or people who buy 
the music are seen as Key Partners, \vith reference also to crmvd-funding 
album recording projects. 

The LEXIiviANCER analysis identifies the follmving Key Partners from the 
combined interview data: Time, people, album, independent. take , manager, 
tour, work. 

A more in-depth analysis of the themes considered in conjunction with 
holistic: insights from the interviews explores who the interviewees collectively 
vie·w as Key Partners. 
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Figure 5.15: \Vorddoud- Key Partners 

5.8.1 Time 

Connectivity to Key Partners: 100 percent. 
Connected concepts: time, need, stuff, somebody, money, recording, 

dmvn. 
Insights: The interviewees indicated how their Key Partners vary ac

cording to particular times during the production process: "Around the time 
of the album you need press." 

It seems like time as a Key Resource is a factor that leads to getting 
more people on board to assist: "\\There I think I can't or don 't have the time 
anymore to do it, but I definitely wouldn't pay for something if it isn't an 
absolute necessity." / "One gu,y I know has a PA, you knmv somebody who 
manages the business. I suppose the bigger your career becomes the more 
you'll have to create support systems." 

The theme also connect to the amount of time that the interviewees have 
been involved in the industry. The resulting experience level decreases the 
perceived usefulness of certain partnerships: "I don't think ies necessary to 
have a producer. If you can afford a producer by all means, hut it's not 
necessary. Especially if you 've studied stuff for a long time and you know 
what works for you." 

5.8.2 People 

Connectivity to Key Partners: Seventy-one percent. 
Connected concepts: People, music, business, pay, working. 
Insights: Key Partnerships are seen as strategic connections within an 

industry network: "Sometimes you have to he a little hut ruthless with your 
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Figure 5.16: Key Partners Leximancer topical net\vork map 

connections." 
There is a willingness hire people to assist where it is needed and affordable: 

"The business manager, we pay him a retainer, a salary." 

5.8.3 Album 

Connectivity to Key Partners: Fifty-eight. percent. 
Connected concepts: Album, record, studio, musicians, obviously, day, 

producer, sure. 
Insights: It is during the recording and production process of an album 

vvhcrc Key Partners arc crucial for independent. artists. They do not have 
the infrastructure of a record label at. their disposal. 

This is vvhen they have the creative freedom to work with \Vhomever t.hey 
choose and can afford: "He decided, okay, I have this money and I want to 
record this album. Hire the t.op session musicians, hire t.he SA:VLi\ vvinning 
producer, and he obviously paid the producers rate." 

Important Key Partners during the album recording process include ev
erymw involved whilst in studio. Specific rnr.ntion is made of producers and 
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sesswn mus1cmns: "A good producer is so valuable.'' 

5.8.4 Independent 

Connectivity to Key Partners: T\venty-nine percent 
Connected concepts: Independent, artist, artists, things. 
Insights: Being an independent musician refers directly to not being in 

a. partnership with a. record label. There is a. negative perception associated 
with being in partnership with a label. This perception includes fearing a 
lack of creative freedom and the loss of copyright ownership. Some of the 
interviewees were previously signed to a record label. They did not experience 
that as a. primarily positi-ve partnership: "It's not necessa.ril:y the best model 
for an independent artist to actually be heard. The model has changed." 
Being independent signifies more freedom to work ·with others in non-exclusive 
partnerships. 

5.8.5 Take I Manager I Tour I Work 

Connectivity to Key Partners: Less than twenty-five percent. 
Connected concepts: For take: take, gear, charge. For manager: man

ager, industry, strategy. For tour: tour, shmvs. For work: vvork, takes. 
Insights: The themes \vith less than twenty-five pereent connectivity still 

provide insight as to vdw the interviewees see as Key Partners in the music 
industry. They can manually be grouped as partners in business , partners in 
promotion and partners in creativity. 

1. Partners in business: "\Ve have a business manager v-lho along ·with 
me kind of \Vorks out the strategy for the year." / "\Vhen \Ve are going 
to tour, when vve are going to release stuff, ·when \Ve are going to record . 
He then goes and makes sure that those shows get booked." 

2. Partners in promotion: "So they get marketing anyway, they are just 
now associated with a tour. \Ve've done SO:'\Y l'viomLE and XTIOX." 

3. Partners in creativity: " ... who is also my drummer. He has done 
amazing work and he also understands my view and vision and where I 
want to go. He also takes it a little bit further with the knowledge he 
has.'' 

5. 9 Cost Structure 

The wordcloud did not provide a sufficient visual emphasis on relevant themes 
related to Cost Structure. From the interviews it was evident that living ex
penses, internet access eosts, equipment maintenance, rehearsal spaee rental, 
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album production costs and marketing costs arc all seen as critical for inde
pendent musicians to include in their Cost Structure. 

Figure 5.17: \Vorddoud- Cost. Structure 

The LEXIMA.:-.JCER analysis identifies the following as important Cost Struc
ture themes derived from the interview data: money, band, people, marketing, 
play, album, win, day, look. 

A more in-depth analysis of the themes, explored in conjunction ·with holis
tic insights from the intervievvs, reveals themes for how the intervie-vvees col
lectively understand their Cost Structure from an expenses perspective. 

5.9.1 Money 

Connectivity to Cost Structure: 100 percent. 
Connected concepts: money, music, artist, sound, need, cost, artists, 

food. 
Insights: The interviewees discussed Cost Structure from a living ex

penses perspective. Hence the significance of money and cash-flow: "I mean 
I have to make money to live here and pay electricity.'' / "You have to make 
money to pay your rent, buy food, everything." 

The manufacturing costs associated vvith making an album is a significant 
Cost Structure theme: "\Vith this I'm not saying that to be in the music 
industry you need R500 000 or R700 000 for an album. I've been in the 
industry for ten years where I didn't have that kind of money." 

5.9.2 Band 

Connectivity to Cost Structure: Fifty-three percent. 
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Figure 5.18: Cost Structure Leximaneer topical netvvork map 

Connected concepts: band, t.ime, buy, diiferent, studio, spend, decide. 
Insights: The connection between Cost Structure and being a band 

relates to a sense of shared responsibility: "\Ve all sal and pooled loget.her, 
and thrn wr clcciclcd to promot(~ it on Facebook, and that wont vrry vvcll." 

There are costs related to acquiring the equipment needed for the band to 
perform at their bent: "Buy the outboard cornprcosor that actually controlo 
their voeals the way it sounds in the studio. If you want to create an authentic 
experience you have to think of those things~ because this is the impression 
that lasts." 

5.9.3 People 

Connectivity to Cost Structure: Forty-six percent.. 
Connected concepts: people, business, save, sense. 
Insights: The Cost Structure discussed by che intervie\vees related to 

the lifestyle of a musician: "Above and beyond living your life, the first thing I 
find cost-vvise \vith a lot. of artist. is t.hey are very emotional in t.heir spending. 
They justify pleasures in a. different wa.y to a lot of pcoplr." 
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The personal self-discipline of saving is related to the ability to carry the 
cost of good quality equipment: "A lot of people have to actually save to buy 
the expensive guitar, or the R40 000 :\El:'l\IANX live vocal condenser micro
phone." 

5.9.4 Marketing 

Connectivity to Cost Structure: Thirty-seven percent. 
Connected concepts: marketing, pay, production, expenses, indepen

dent. 
Insights: Themes relating to marketing expenses included as part of the 

Cost Structure discussion V-lith intervievvees can manually be grouped ac
cording to manufacturing costs, promotional costs and performing costs: "1-Jar
kcting and gear and transport arc probably my biggest expenses." / "Obviously 
if you arc an independent you also fork out a. lot of money for marketing.:' 
"I have to pay my girlfriend to do my marketing.': 

1. Manufacturing costs: "Session musicians, marketing, recording, pro
duction costs." 

2. Promotional costs: "Cell phones, 'vcbsitc, posters, postage, station
ary.'' 

3. Performing costs: "Card-machines, petrol, instruments , dothing, decor, 
venue hiring, sound hiring, toll-gate money, tools for decor building: 
lighting." / "And then certainly each show will have some production 
costs.'' 

5.9.5 Play/ Album I Win I Day I Look 

Connectivity to Cost Structure: Less than fifteen percent. 
Connected concepts: For play: play: rehearsal: shows. For album: 

album, record. For win: '.vin, competition. Day has no other connected 
concepts. 

Insights: The themes \vith less than fifteen percent connectivity still pro
vide insight as to ·what the interviewees sec as part of the Cost Structure of 
their music careers. 

A noteworthy expense is equipment maintenance: "Repairs is a big ex
pense." / "Your instrument to play at rehearsal and shmvs and keeping that 
instrument playing. Strings for guitars, sticks and skins for drums, reeds for 
sax and so on and so forth. '' 
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5.10 Conclusion 

It is evident from the vvorddoud overviews that the word ~'people" features in 
all the intervie\v responses. The music business is a people business. It's all 
about networks and relationships within the industry, and between musicians 
and their audiences. Particularly for independent musicians, building strong 
networks and finding a way to develop and maintain relationships with a loyal 
fan-base is fundamental to the success of their careers. These relationships 
are mostly built through creating unique experiences at live shows, and by 
providing platforms to connect further through social media. Live shmvs are 
also seen as the main revenue streams. CD sales at shuws. as memorabilia or 
marketing material, is seen as important supplementary income streams. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

This study aimed to develop themes from a South African perspective to pro
vide recommendations for the development of an industry specific I3"CSI:\"ESS 

NIODEL CANVAS framevvork. The focus \vas the independent music industry 
in South Africa. 

How should independent musicians in South Africa go about at least at
tempting to run a financially sustainable small business? This is based on the 
assumption that being financially sustainable as a small business would enable 
them to be full-time independent musicians. 

Another question \Vas posed: Are there business model insights to glean 
from those ·vvho are currently commercially active independent musicians in 
South Africa? 

These questions have been addressed through exploring the contextualised 
B-cSI:\"ESS l'v!ODEL CANVAS insights from the perspective of independent South 
African musieians: 

1. From a literature review in Chapter Three 

2. From interviews with independent musicians in South Africa in Chapter 
Four 

3. From discussion of combined LEXII'viANCER topical network maps and 
wordclouds that emerged from the interview data for the nine BL"SI:\"ESS 

l'viODEL CANVAS dimensions in Chapter Five. 

This chapter concludes 'Nith recommendations based on insights of the 
previous chapters. 
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6.1 Business Model Canvas themes from liter
ature and primary data 

From the literature it vvas evident that there are various theoretical perspec
tives that inform the development of a BUSINESS MODEL CA=->VAS frarnevvork 
for independent South African musicians. 

Customer Segments can be identified by using a combination of the 
LS~vi approach and other segmentation bases. The Ha.ppy Few scenario pro
vides insight for developing Value Propositions for independent musicians. 
A virtual supply chain approach helps independent musicians understand their 
Channels strategy. Consumer spending on live performances has the biggest 
growth trend projection. Building Customer Relationships at shmvs and 
through social media are important public relations and personal selling tac
tics. Various possible Revenue Streams can be explored by independent 
musicians. Live performance is highlighted as the most significant after ex
ploring industry grmvth projections. Key Activities for independent musi
cians include both creative and non-creative tasks. The concept of industry 
net\vorking is important in identifying the Key Partners of independent mu
sicians. Album production and album marketing costs need to be included in 
the Cost Structure of independent musicians. 

These insights gained from the literature re\•ie\v provided a theoretical 
context for the development of the themes developed during the primary data 
collection. 

A diagram containing key themes to consider when developing a B"L""SIXESS 
l\'IODEL CANVAS for the independent music industry in South Africa 'vas de
veloped. This diagram highlights combined themes from the literature and 
the primary data analysis. It is presented in the style used on the B"CSIXESS 
Tv'IODEL CANVAS website. 

6.1.1 Customer Segments 

A key theme to consider is that the Customer Segments of independent 
musicians are seldom developed through an intentional marketing effort. The 
music seems to develop organic audiences as people discover and relate to 
the music and to the musician. Efforts to develop commercially defined Cus
tomer Segments need to respect the authenticity of the creative connection 
bct\veen musician and audience. Age, race and language arc demograpl1ic 
themes that emerge in the discussion of Customer Segments. It is however 
generally more a retrospective identification than the intentional result of an 
implemented target market strategy. 
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6.1.2 

KEY PARTNERS 

Seasonal partnerships 

Different partners apply 
at different stages of 
the music production 
process. 

Industry connections 

Producers, studio 
owners, managers, 
agents, press. 

levels of partnerships 

* Partners in business. 
* Partners in promotion. 
* Partners in creativity. 

REVENUE STREAMS 

Ticket sales 

COs sold at live performances 

other 

Mention is made of 
royalties payable to 
musicians from SAMRO 
etc. 

COST STRUCTURE 

Marketing 

Theme relates to 
promot ional and 
performing costs . 

CHANNELS 

Live performances 

Digital sales 

Through iTunes and 
other platforms. 

Streamin9 

Phy.,sical stores 

To a much lesser 
degree than other 
channels. 

co sa les at shows 

Social Media 

A promotional 
channels that drive 
online MP3 sales and 
ticket sales. 

Gig fees 

online CD sales 

Album production 

Theme relates to the cost 
of making a professional 
album (recording, 
producing, m astering, 
printing, album design 
costs, reproduction of 
COs). 

VALUE PROPOSITION 

Aesthetic quality 

What the music sounds 
like is a value 
proposition theme. 

Honesty 

The integrity to stay 
true to a unique sound 
is a theme for value 
proposition 
development. 

Musicality 

The diversity of the 
musician's ability to 
perform and entertain 
is a theme for value 
proposition 
development. 

KEY ACTIVITIES 

Business 

Administration and 
m arketing related 
themes. 

Creative 

Song writing, 
performing, re~earsing 
related tbemes. 

Personal 

Creative development, 
rehearsal , personal 
leadership related 
themes. 

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS 

Organic audiences 

Organic segment 
development is a 

theme for 
understanding the 
segments of 
independent 
musicians . Markets 
emerges as people 
connect with the 

musician and their 
music. 

Demographic 

Age, race and 
language themes that 
emerge when defining 
customer segments 
retrospectively. 

KEY RESOURCES 

Equipment 

Instruments, laptops, 
decor, sound 
equipment, internet 
access, vehicles. 

CUSTOMER 

RELATIONSHIPS 

Direct marketing 

Through email 
newslet t ers or physical 
CDs sold t hrough 
websites and posted . 

Figure 6.1: Business Model Canvas themes 

Value Proposition 

There are three consolidated key themes to consider when developing the 
Value Propositions dimension. Authentic quality of the sound, honesty 
and musicality form the foundations for developing a Value Proposition as 
an independent musician. According to the musicians it boils down to what 
the music sounds like, how "honest" the music is, and how well the musician 
can perform it. A recommendation for further study is to explore what the 
consumers consider to be the key themes that inform Value Proposition. 

6.1.3 Channels 

Themes to explore when identifying Channels are directly connected to the 
themes relating to identified Revenue Streams and Cost Structure. The 
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live performances theme is given prominence in all three dimensions. l\Iu
sieians primarily get there music distributed as an experiential "produce by 
doing shmvs and gigs. CD sales at slwws is a theme to include "\vhcn developing 
a distribution channel strategy. Other themes that can be further explored in 
a practical manner are digital sales and streaming. The debatable future rele
vance of pll_ysical stores to distribute music as a physical product in the form 
of an album or a vinjrl needs to be considered too. The theme of developing 
a social media strategy to drive online IVIP3 sales and ticket sales for shows is 
also noteworthy. 

6.1.4 Customer Relationships 

Three consolidated HviC1-related themes provide a context to understand hmv 
Customer Relationships arc built by independent musicians. Interaction 
ldth fans at slw,,·s2 is the first key consideration. Intentional social media en
gagement and Tesponse3 is another key theme. DiTect marketing is the third 
highlighted Il'v1C-related theme connected to the developing of Customer Re
lationships.~ 

6.1.5 Revenue Streams 

As mentioned under the Channels discussion above: ticket sales relating to 
live performances is the key theme relating to identifying Revenue Streams. 
Related this this theme is CDs sold at lil·e p erformances. Royalties payable 
\vas noted: but not seen as substantial tmvards developing a sustainable income 
from independent music. 5 

6.1.6 Key Resources 

The Key Resources needed to be an independent musician was themed ac
cording to equipment resources and non-material resources. The themes relate 
to the resources needed to produce an album, to do a live show, and to sustain 
personal creativity. 

1 Integrated l\Iarkcting Communication. 
2 This can be viewed as personal selling from an I'viC perspective. 

:
3 This can be viewed as public relations from an IlVIC perspective. 
4 Very little mention was made during the interviews of using other HviC-related tools like 

sales promotions and traditional above-the-line adyertising to build customer relation
ships. 

5 Digital IviP3 sales and physical CD sales through retail stores were not seen as primary 
sustainable revenue streams by the interviewees. 
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6.1. 7 Key Activities 

Three consolidated themes inform the Key Activities related to being an 
independent musician. These themes are business-) creatiFe- and personal
related. These themes encapsulate and expand on the activities of independent 
musicians discussed by Hracs (2012:457), as noted in Chapter Three of this 
study. 

6.1.8 Key Partners 

A key theme in developing an understanding of the Key Partners of indepen
dent musicians is that seasonal pa.rtncrsl1ips arc formed. These partnerships 
form for specified periods of time to obtain outcomes like producing an al
bum. fi Industry connections is another key theme that relates to identifying 
the participants in the independent industry value chain. Three levels of part
nerships are identified, namely partners in business 7 , partners in promotion8 

and partners in creativi ty9 . 

6.1.9 Cost Structure 

Three themes are key vvhen developing the Cost Structure dimension. The 
theme of cash flow· relating to personal living expenses is highlighted. 10 Themes 
relating to marketing costs are included. An important theme for Cost Struc
ture development relates to the costs associated with album productionY 

The themes highlighted within each of the nine dimensions can be further 
expanded and applied practieally for different independent musieians. 

6.2 Implications for independent musicians 

The proliferation of user-friendly online tools for producing and selling music 
is an opportunity for commercial independent musieians to manage their own 
creative careers from a business perspective. This implies that that being an 
independent musician also implies being an creative entrepreneur. 

6 The fact that these seasonal partnerships are not long-term or contractually binding is 
part of the articulated appeal of remaining independent from a record label. 

7 managers, sponsors, venue owners, festival organisers etc. 
8 booking agents, advertising agencies, social media managers, radio stations and other 

media channels etc. 

iJ producers, studio owners, session musicians, sound engineers etc. 
1 0The musicians are dependent on their music career as a main source of personal income. 

Hence expenses like rent and internet arc included 'vhcn discussing the costs associated 
with being an independent musician. 

1 1 This is particularly relevant to independent musicians who do not have the financial back
ing of a. record label to produce and market their albums and shows. 
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Hence. musicians need to develop business and marketing skills. I\ ctwork
ing and collaborating with other artists needs to be prioritiscd. l'VIusicians 
must get to know festival- and venue organizers. They do not need to sec 
getting signed to a label as the ultimate break in their careers. They can put 
infrastructure in place to manage the business and marketing dimensions of 
their careers. 

6.3 Implications for record labels 

\lany musicians are preferring to rather stay independent and only require a 
selection of services that they prefer to pay a project fee for. Record labels vvill 
have to rethink their ·value propositions in order to remain relevant in an in
dustry that is changing rapidly and empuwers the musician. Opportunities for 
smaller business administration- and marketing service providers arc opening 
up to serve the industry more effectively. 

6.4 Implications for tertiary music training in

stitutions 

It would be an oversight of tertiary music training institutions to not offer basic 
business and marketing courses for people who aspire to a eommcreia.lly viable 
career in music. Curricula need to be developed to include entrepreneurship 
training. Students ·who plan on being full-time independent musicians after 
graduating with a music degree should be taught the skills to put a profes
sional brand identity and marketing strategy in place during the course of their 
studies. 

6.5 Implications for the the music industry value 

chain 

Live performance opportunities are the bread-and-butter for independent mu
sicians in South Africa. Restaurants that also include live music venues can 
create a value-add for the industry. The corporate sponsorship of music and 
other arts festivals can be viewed as a priority job creation investment. 

6.6 Conclusion 

This study aimed to explore the experiences of musicians who arc commercially 
involved in the independent music industry in South Africa. These musicians 
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\vere a~ked during intervie\vs to refieet on their mvn BUSINESS 1\-IcmEL CAN
VAS framework. Their answers were presented a~ case studies in Chapter Four 
and combined topical network maps in Chapter Five. The emerging themes 
were used to guide recommendations for the development of a contextual Bu
SINESS 1\IODEL CA=->VAS framework in Chapter Six. 

This study explored how independent musicians in South Africa currently 
vie·w their music careers from a business perspect-i-ve in the midst of this in
dustry revolution. The theme of live performance \Vas highlighted as the most 
important revenue stream for independent musicians. The quality and unique
ness of music as a product and the musical diversity of tile musici;1n were high
lighted as important themes to determine value propositions drivers. These 
two insights seemed to influence lww independent artists currently think about 
the compilation of the rest of the BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS. These insights 
can be used by independents artists to consider current industry trends ·when 
they develop their business models. The insights can also be of value for the 
development of a holistic approach to music education that prepares inde
pendent musicians to also be entrepreneurs. The insights can be of value for 
future studies to rethink the entire South African music industry value chain. 
These insights can potentially be used to inform the development of innovative 
business models to develop the independent music industry in South Africa. 

This study aimed to contribute to the development of a theoretical context 
for the development of a national infrastructure that can assist independent 
musicians to be self-employed and financially sustainable. In turn, contributing 
to a body of knowledge in the music industry that could help support job
creation in South Africa.. 

6.7 Post-script 

Link to personal blog: https: //c:ilnetteS.wordpress.com/ 2015/ 06/ 27,/colleeting
data-an-initial-nerdgirl-progress-report/ 
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